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ABSTRACT

UDEC (Qniversal Distinct Element Code) is a two-dimensional dis-
tinct element program written for the static and dynamic analysis
of the mechanical, thermal and hydrologic behavior of jointed
rock masses. This program has been applied to a wide variety of
problems in civil construction, mining, nuclear waste disposal,
and geologic modeling. This document presents the theoretical
basis for the mathematical models, the details of solution proce-
dures, user's manual and presentation of verification and example
problems. A description of the program support and documentation
methodology which is employed is also given. This document is
given in three volumes: Volume 1 - Description of Mathematical
Models and Numerical Methods, Volume 2 - User's Manual, and
Volume 3 - Verification and Example Problems. These three vol-
umes are intended to satisfy the requirements and guidelines set
forth in Final Technical Position and Documentation of Computer
Codes For High-Level Waste Management (NUREG-0856).
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1.1 STATEMENT AND DESCRIPTION OF THE PROBLEM

1.1.1 Introduction-

The following report provides the quality assurance documentation
suggested by the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) for
computer codes which are to be used to meet, in part, the re-
quirements of 10CFR Part 60. The report follows the format given
in NUREG-0856, Final Technical Position on Documentation of Com-
puter Codes for High-Level Waste Management (U.S. NRC, 1983).
Disposal of high-level nuclear waste into an underground reposi-
tory will result in thermal, mechanical and hydrologic effects to
the surrounding, fractured rock mass. The UDEC code can be used
to analyze the complex stress changes and rock mass deformations
resulting from excavation and waste emplacement.

UDECA(niversal Distinct Element Code) is a two-dimensional com-
puter program based on the distinct element method. The program,
originally written by P. A. Cundall (Cundall 1980), has been un-
der active development for over 10 years. The distinct element
method is a recognized discontinuum modeling approach for simu-
lating the behavior of jointed media subjected to quasi-static or
dynamic boundary conditions. The method has three distinguishing
features which make it well suited for discontinuum modeling.

1. The medium is simulated as an assemblage of blocks
which interact through corner and edge contacts.

2. Discontinuities are regarded as boundary interac-
tions between these blocks; discontinuity behavior
is prescribed for these interactions.

3. The method utilizes an explicit' timestepping (dy-
namic) algorithm which allows large displacements
and rotations and general non-linear constitutive
behavior for both the matrix and discontinuities.

UDEC is specifically designed to simulate the predominant fea-
tures of fractured rock masses, including:

(a) complex joint structures;

(b) non-linear, inelastic joint behavior;

(c) elasto-plastic behavior of intact rock; and.

(d) fluid flow and steady state pore pressure distribu-
tion in joints.

Additionally, transient heat transfer analysis and coupled
thermal stress capabilities are available.
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UDEC has been written in modular form for ease of modification.
The coding has been performed in ANSI FORTRAN 77 with a minimum
of machine-specific calls. The code, originally developed for
use on mini- and mainframe computers has been modified for use on
IBM compatible, 80386-based personal computers. The code makes
use of a free-format, word-oriented input command structure, and
is fully equipped with interactive graphics for screen or hard-
copy plotting.

1.1.2 Program Capabilities Summary

UDEC has extensive capabilities for analysis of quasi-static and
dynamic problems in solid mechanics, heat transfer and fracture
fluid flow. Additionally, the code is equipped with an interac-
tive or batch mode command interpreter and interactive graphical
display capabilities. A summary of the code capabilities is
given below.

1. Problem Geometry

* Automatic Generation of Outer Boundary of the Problem

* Statistically-Based Joint Generator - Joint sets are
defined by their spacing, trace length, angle and gap be-
tween segments of the joints. Any of these variables may
be defined by a mean value and some random variation from
the mean, thus allowing virtually any jointing pattern to
be generated with a minimum number of commands.

* Automatic or Manual Finite Difference Zone Generator for
Fully-Deformable Blocks

* Automatic Excavation Generator for Formation of Excava-
tion Geometries in the Block Structure
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2. Model Solution Conditions

* Plane Strain

* Quasi-Static (dynamic solution damped to provide
static solution)

* Dynamic (free field, non-reflecting boundaries, forced
vibration)

* Thermal/Mechanical Analysis (optional explicit or im-
plicit temperature calculation)

* Fluid Flow, Coupled Mechanical Analysis

* Damping - Damping constants may be selected automatical-
ly which is the usual case for static problems, or may be
user-defined. Optional stiffness and/or mass propor-
tional damping may be specified.

3. Block Mechanical Models

* Rigid (simplest formulation, no internal-deformations)

* Simply Deformable (limited modes of internal deformation
based on linear block stiffnesses)

* Fully Deformable - The blocks are internally discretized
into triangular finite difference zones to allow complete
determination of the internal stress and strain tensors)

4. Kinematics

* Large Displacement/Large Strain (no restriction on dis-
placement or distortion of blocks). Blocks may slide
past one another, or separate. Contacts between blocks
are recognized and used for-calculation of internal de-
formations.

5. Block Constitutive Models

* Simply Deformable - Elastic linear stiffness

- Experimental elastic/brittle
fracture by Griffith's theory
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* Fully Deformable

(a) Mechanical

- general large-strain finite difference
formulations

- linearly-elastic, isotropic

- elasto-plastic, Mohr-Coulomb yield criterion,
non-associated flow rule (dilation may be spe-
cified separately from friction), optional
tension cut-off

- experimental null model (used to identify exca-
vated regions)

(b) Thermal

- conductive heat transfer

(c) Hydraulic

- Fluid flow is confined to fractures, blocks are
considered to be impermeable.

6. Joint Constitutive Models

(a) Mechanical

* Mohr-Coulomb failure criterion - Friction, cohe-
sion, dilation and tensile strength of the surfaces
may be set in addition to joint shear and normal
stiffness.

* Mohr-Coulomb failure criteria - As above, but once
shear or tensile strength exceeded, joint is consid-
ered to be fractured and cohesion and tensile
strength set to zero thereafter.

* Continuously-yielding joint model (allows
peak/residual stress-displacement behavior for
joints).
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(b) Hydraulic

* parallel plate model. Fluid may be considered to be:

- Newtonian (cubic law)

- Bingham (viscoplastic flow)

7. BoundarY Conditions

(a) Mechanical

* velocity (displacement) in x- and/or y-coordinate di-
rections

* free (no imposed velocity)

* force

* stress/pressure

* viscous (non-reflecting) boundary in x- and/or y-
coordinate directions

* free-field boundary (performs function of viscous
boundary, but allows unaffected translatory motion at
vertical boundaries)

* boundary element (for static mechanical analysis
(only) where infinite boundaries are necessary)

* options for velocity, force or stress boundary condi-
tions - x and y gradients. (x and y constant multi-
pliers and temporal histories may be applied to the
boundary conditions. Several optional code-defined
temporal histories include constant, linear, sine,
cosine and arbitrary functions of time. Also, the
user may manually define a temporal history of any of
the boundary conditions in an external file which may
then be read into the code.)
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(b) Thermal

* fixed temperature

* free temperature (default adiabatic conditions)

* flux (optional exponential decay)

* volumetric source (optional exponential decay)

* radiative

* convective

(c) Hydraulic (fluid flow)

* fluid pressure on external boundaries (optional gra-
dient)

* fixed or free fluid pressure in joints

* impermeable boundaries

8. Initial Conditions

(a) Mechanical

* initial stress (optional gradients)

* gravity

(b) Thermal

* temperature

(c) Hydraulic

* fluid pressure (optional water table)
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9 . Input/Output

* free-form, free-sequence English word command structure

* interactive or batch operation

* numerical data print to screen or hard disk

* interactive graphics to monitor or hardcopy to Hewlett
Packard compatible pen plotter or PostScript compatible
laser printer

* save and restart of problems

* pre-programmed error message facility for trapping of
common errors

10. Special Features

* structural elements

- beam elements (3 d.o.f. for each node) for representing
rock support such as linings

- cable elements (for representing grouted or ungrouted
cable bolts or rock bolts; pre-tensioning optional)

- reinforcement - spring stiffness logic for force/dis-
placement relation across joint surfaces

* time histories (ability to sample any variable at any
location within the body)

* multiple material types (any block may be given any me-
chanical or thermal material type)

* mass scaling (scaling of masses to decrease solution time
for static analyses)
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1.2 STRUCTURE OF THE SYSTEM MODEL

UDEC is a distinct element code which has been written specifi-
cally for examination of mechanical, thermal and fluid flow prob-
lems in fractured media (Cundall, 1980; Cundall and Hart, 1983;
Lemos, 1987; Itasca, 1989). In particular, the code has been ap-
plied extensively to modeling of problems in rock mechanics, and
many of the features in the code have been written to aid in the
analysis of geotechnical problems. However, the code can be ap-
plied to general problems in solid body mechanics and heat trans-
fer without adjustment. This section describes the overall struc-
ture of the code and the methods used for problem solution.

The distinct element method was developed by Cundall (1971) for
analysis of stresses and deformations in blocky media. The user
defines a body to be composed of a number of interacting blocks
which are separated by the intervening interface planes. This is
in contrast to other, better known, techniques such as the finite
element, finite difference and boundary element methods where the
material is assumed to be a continuum. In these methods, the ef-
fects of jointing are often accounted for through the use of non-
linear constitutive laws (e.g., Mohr-Coulomb plasticity, "ubiqui-
tous" joint models). In the distinct element method, the joints
are accounted for explicitly.

Initial versions of the distinct element code were restricted to
rigid blocks in which deformations were restricted to the joint
surfaces (Voegele, 1978; Lorig, 1984). Cundall et al. (1978)
later modified the formulation to allow internal deformability in
two fashions: (1) simple deformability (block deformations re-
stricted to three translational/rotational degrees of freedom);
and, (2) full deformability, where the blocks are discretized in-
ternally using finite difference zones to allow refinement of de-
formations and generalization of constitutive laws. It is noted
that UDEC can solve problems of continuous materials simply by
modeling few, widely spaced fractures.

1.2.1 Block System

UDEC requires that the body to be modeled be divided into blocks
which are separated from neighboring blocks by joints or inter-
faces (Fig. 1.2-1). The blocks may be considered to be rigid or
deformable. Deformable blocks are subdivided into triangular fi-
nite difference zones for calculation of internal stress and
strain. The interfaces may be considered to conform to a standard
Mohr-Coulomb slip condition or a displacement-weakening model.
The system is subjected to static or dynamic boundary conditions
and the blocks allowed to interact with one another across the in-
terfaces. An explicit procedure is used to provide the static or
dynamic solution.
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Fig. 1.2-1 Body Divided Into a System of Blocks Which May Be
Rigid or Fully-Deformable

1.2.2 Explicit Solution Procedure

UDEC uses an explicit solution procedure as opposed to an impli-
cit approach which is most common in finite element or boundary
element methods. In the implicit approach, the equations de-
scribing the motion for all elements in the problem are solved
simultaneously. For a linear-elastic, static analysis, the im-
plicit solution is performed once but, for non-linear problems,
several iterations of the complete set of equations may be re-
quired to converge to the equilibrium solution state. For non-
linear dynamic analysis, the implicit scheme requires convergence
to a solution state at each timestep. The timestep can be arbi-
trarily large with regard to numerical stability, but can still
be restricted by the path dependency of the non-linear behavior
of the system.

The system of equations in the implicit method is solved directly
using a standard matrix solution method-for example, Gauss elim-
ination. The solution method accounts for non-linearities by us-
ing an iterative procedure, such as the modified or unmodified
Newton-Raphson method. The implicit approach is not well suited
for problems that involve frequent changes to the connectivity
between elements from, for example, highly non-linear behavior or
dynamic loading. This is because the stiffness matrix must be
reformulated every time a change in connectivity occurs.
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In the explicit approach, unknown values of the variables relat-
ing to each element in the problem are calculated from known val-
ues in that element and its immediate neighbors. The equations
relating these values are solved locally for each timestep*
-there is no need to solve a complete system of equations. The
reason for this independence of -equations can be understood by
considering that, in a physical system, there is a maximum speed
at which information can propagate. For example, in an elastic
solid, this speed corresponds to the compressional wave speed.
In the explicit approach, the calculational timestep is selected
sufficiently small that information cannot propagate further than
one element during one timestep. If this timestep restriction is
always satisfied, then the dependence of each element on its im-
mediate neighbors is fulfilled, and the equations for each ele-
ment can be solved independently.

The equations are solved in the explicit approach by direct inte-
gration+ using a numerical differencing scheme. The central dif-
ference method is generally preferred over other differencing
schemes because it is second-order accurate.

*This "timestep" may be a physically realistic timestep for dy-
namic analysis or a calculational increment progressing to an
equilibrium state for a static analysis.

+For dynamic calculations, an alternative approach to direct in-
tegration for either implicit or explicit solution is a method
called modal superposition [see, for example, Bathe and Wilson
(1976)]. In this method, the equations of motion are first
transformed into a generalized system of linear displacement
equations known as a generalized eigenproblem. The eigenproblem
yields n eigensolutions or n modes of displacement. Once these
modes are known, they can be incorporated directly into each
element and represent the response to loading. When many time-
steps are required in the dynamic analysis, this approach can be
more effective than direct integration, However, the approach
is limited to problems involving linear behavior of the ele-
ments.
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The timestep limitation in the explicit approach restricts the
computation efficiency for solving linear problems because many
calculational timesteps may be required to reach the equilibrium
state. However, for non-linear analyses with an explicit pro-
gram, there is little appreciable increase in computer time over
the linear analysis, whereas an implicit program becomes much
less efficient and may take several iterations to reach the solu-
tion, solving the complete system of equations at each step. The
explicit approach, in this instance, proves more advantageous,
particularly when the non-linear behavior is associated with a
dynamic analysis.

The explicit solution approach is directly suitable for time do-
main dynamic analysis because the explicit time-marching scheme
provides a reliable and efficient means for performing transient
calculations. The method has also been adapted for static and
quasi-static calculations by the use of two techniques, dynamic
relaxation (Otter et al., 1966) and the conjugate gradient method
(Consus et al., 1965), which facilitate the convergence to a
static equilibrium or steady-state failure (collapse). In dy-
namic relaxation, as used in UDEC, the nodes of each element are
moved in accordance to Newton's law of motion while, in the con-
jugate gradient method, convergence is achieved on the basis of a
numerical iterative technique which does not involve reformula-
tion of a stiffness matrix.

Cundall (1987) has shown that dynamic relaxation is better suited
to model non-linear problems near failure than are iterative
methods and can model collapse problems in a more realistic and
efficient manner. With the conjugate gradient method, conver-
gence for non-linear problems, particularly at failure, is not
always guaranteed. While convergence is more certain with dy-
namic relaxation, the damping of inertial motion in this approach
can still cause difficulties with problems at the collapse state
because the viscous damping can introduce body forces which re-
tard steady-state collapse. Cundall (1982 and 1987) describes
the use of adaptive damping as an effective method to overcome
this difficulty in dynamic relaxation. Adaptive damping continu-
ously adjusts the viscosity such that the power absorbed by damp-
ing is a constant proportion of the rate of change of kinetic en-
ergy in the system. Therefore, as the kinetic energy approaches
a constant or zero, the damping power also tends to zero.

Finally, because the explicit approach effectively "freezes" the
strain-state of each element at each timestep, the non-linear ma-
terial behavior can be followed directly, in incremental form,
without the need for iterations.
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1.2.3 General Solution Procedure in UDEC

The explicit algorithm used in the UDEC code is based on the use
of force-displacement laws which specify the interactions between
a block and its surrounding neighbors, and a law of motion which
governs the displacements of the blocks as they are subjected to
forces which are not in balance. As described above, the expli-
cit method requires that a problem be solved in a time-marching
procedure in which a calculation cycle is performed for each
timestep. The basic mechanical calculation algorithms for rigid
and fully-deformable (f.d.) blocks are shown in Figs. 1.2-2 and
1.2-3, respectively. Each of these calculation cycles perform
the same basic calculations; the primary difference is that the
law of motion is applied to the blocks themselves in the rigid
block model, whereas it is applied to the grid points of the fi-
nite difference zones in the f.d. blocks. In each case, an in-
itialization procedure is first performed in which the masses of
the blocks or grid points and critical timestep is determined.
The law of motion is applied to each block (grid point) using
known force sums derived from boundary conditions, structural
elements, fluid pressures (f.d. blocks), etc., to determine its
velocity components. Coordinates of the block corners (rigid) or
grid points (f.d.) are updated from the velocities. Since the
UDEC code is a large strain model, there is no restriction in the
deformation or motion of the blocks.

The normal and shear displacement increments across the contact
are computed for each contact point. For rigid blocks, these in-
crements are derived from rigid-body velocities of the blocks,
while, for f.d. blocks, the increments come from the strain-rates
of the contacting grid points. The normal and shear forces
across the contacts are determined from the joint constitutive
law. The normal force is linearly related to the normal dis-
placement, and the shear force is limited by the Mohr-Coulomb
slip condition for the default constitutive law. These forces
are added into the force sums for the blocks or grid points in-
volved in the contact. If f.d. blocks are used, the zone
stresses are updated based on the constitutive relations for the
block (intact) material.

The calculation cycle shown in Figs. 1.2-2 and 1.2-3 is performed
once per timestep. For quasi-static problems, the timestep does
not refer to real time, but a calculation increment and is more
correctly viewed as a means of "cycling" a problem to the
equilibrium or steady state. The primary goal is to bring the
problem to the steady condition as rapidly as possible, thereby-
minimizing computational requirements. For quasi-static prob-
lems, viscous damping may be applied to the dynamic solution as
in the dynamic relaxation method .
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Fig. 1.2-2 Diagram Showing the Overall Calculation Flow For The
Mechanical Portion of The UDEC Program For Rigid
Blocks.
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Fig. 1.2-3 Overall Calculation Flow for the Mechanical Portion
of the UDEC Program for Fully-Deformable Blocks
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Further detail on damping methodologies used in UDEC are provided
in Chapter 1.3. In the case that a true dynamic problem is being
solved, the timestep refers to real time, and a simulation is
generally conducted for some explicit time period. Here, damp-
ing must be used with caution to avoid artificial transient ef-
fects to the numerical solution.

1.2.4 Thermal-Mechanical Analysis

UDEC contains finite difference logic for heat transfer analysis
within and between blocks. This logic may be used as a stand-
alone heat transfer code or may be applied to the mechanical por-
tion of the code to conduct thermomechanical analyses. Thermal
analysis may be conducted with rigid or fully deformable blocks,
however, the coupled mechanical analysis requires the blocks to
be subdivided into finite difference zones.

Heat flow in the body is assumed to be by conduction only (iso-
tropic or transversely isotropic) and is governed by the standard
two-dimensional diffusion equation. Thermal boundary conditions
include convective, radiative, adiabatic (default) and constant
temperature. UDEC offers a choice of explicit or implicit solu-
tion methods for heat transfer. For many of the typical problems
examined in nuclear waste disposal, the implicit solution method
can be advantageous since it is an unconditionally stable solu-
tion method, allowing larger time steps and shorter run times,
particularly at late times in the run where temperature gradients
are small. The explicit method may be better suited in cases
where temperature gradients are larger.

The manner in which a coupled thermomechanical run is normally
conducted is to first run the heat transfer analysis to the de-
sired time (Fig. 1.2-4). At the end of the thermal analysis,
each finite difference grid point in the problem will have a tem-
perature associated with it. To perform the thermomechanical
coupling, mechanical timesteps (cycles) are conducted until the
body is at equilibrium as in the solution of standard quasi-
static problems. The temperatures are used to determine out-of-
balance thermo-elastic forces (f.d. blocks only) assuming iso-
tropic linear volumetric expansion. As shown in Fig. 1.2-3,
these thermally-induced forces are added into the force sums for
each gridpoint prior to the mechanical timesteps. The heat
transfer and mechanical analysis portions of the code act in a
partially-coupled fashion. The temperatures are used to derive
mechanical forces, but accelerations of the body do not, in turn,
give rise to energy changes which may affect heat transfer.
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1.2.5 Fluid Flow in Joints

UDEC has the capability to perform analysis of fluid flow through
a fracture system which separates impermeable blocks. Fully-
saturated conditions are assumed to exist in the joints where
fluid is present, but an unsaturated-saturated demarcation may
exist in the model (e.g., at the phreatic surface). The fluid
flow analysis is fully coupled to the mechanical analysis in that
fracture aperture (and thus, its hydraulic conductivity) is de-
pendent on mechanical deformations and conversely, joint water
pressures affect the deformations of the block/joint system. Al-
though transient fluid flow analyses are theoretically possible,
the extremely small flow timestep and arbitrary volumes used at
joint intersections make this procedure time consuming and inac-
curate. Therefore, steady-state pore fluid distributions are
generally used in coupled analyses. Full coupling of the fluid
flow, mechanical computations and heat transfer is not provided
in the code.

Figure 1.2-5 illustrates the calculation cycle for the fluid-
mechanical coupling. Fluid-mechanical coupling requires a de-
tailed knowledge of the aperture at and between block contacts.
Elaborate procedures are required in UDEC to update the contact
structure, detecting new contacts and deleting others. It is not
computationally efficient to check for all possible block inter-
actions, and therefore the concept of "domains" was developed.
Domains are regions of space between blocks which are defined by
the contact points. During any time increment, new contacts can
only by formed between block edges and corners within a domain.
These domains are also used to simplify the logic for fluid flow
between blocks. Pore pressures are considered to be constant
within any given domain, and pressure differentials can exist be-
tween adjacent domains. This pressure differential drives fluid
flow according to the well known cubic law for parallel plate
flow. As seen in Fig. 1.2-5, the gradient and flow rate are de-
termined for each contact based on the current joint aperture.
The flow sums of the domains are accumulated and the pressures
updated based on the net flow and area change of the domain due
to motion of the surrounding blocks during a timestep. The do-
main pressures acting on the blocks are converted to equivalent
contact forces which are added into the force sums to be used in
the motion law for the grid points. Details on the fluid flow
logic are presented in Section 3 of this report.
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Fig. 1.2-5 Simplified Logic Diagram for the Fluid Flow
Calculations in the UDEC Code
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1.2.6 Structural Element Logic

Underground excavations in fractured rock are typically supported
with a combination of rock bolts, cable anchors and interior sup-
port such as shotcrete, concrete arches, steel sets, etc. UDEC
has the capability to model these supports using an optional
structural element logic provided in the code. Three basic types
of elements are available: beam elements to represent interior
support types, cable elements for representation of grouted bolts
which may be pretensioned and bolt elements used to represent
"dowelling" and axial behavior of stiff bar reinforcement across
joints. The beam elements use a standard matrix structural ap-
proach with three degrees of freedom at each end node (2 dis-
placements, 1 moment). The interface of the beam nodes to the
rock are represented by radial and tangential springs, allowing
simulation of fully bonded or slipping connections to the rock
mass.

UDEC provides a choice of two basic methods for representing rock
or cable bolts. The first is a "local" reinforcement model
across discontinuities; the second accounts for inelastic defor-
mation of intact rock and shear behavior of a grout annulus. The
first model restricts the effects of the reinforcment to the dis-
continuities themselves; large shear displacements are accounted
for by assuming simple geometric changes develop locally in the
reinforcement near a discontinuity. This model is therefore most
suitable in cases where the deformation of individual rock blocks
is negligible (i.e., the rigid block representation). In the
second approach, the grout in the annulus between the rock and
bolt is modeled as a Mohr-Coulomb material. This representation
may only be used with fully-deformable blocks. Axial tensile
forces are induced in the bolt through the interaction with the
surrounding rock via the grout.

Figures 1.2-2 and 1.2-3 provide simple block diagrams reviewing
the mechanical calculation methodology for a given timestep (or
cycle for quasi-static solutions). The mechanical effect of rock
reinforcement to the block structure can be seen as an addition
to the out-of-balance forces for a given gridpoint or block. The
forces along the reinforcement are lumped onto the adjacent fi-
nite difference grid points in the same manner as any other out-
of-balance forces in the model. Greater detail regarding the
formulations and solution algorithms are given in Section 1.3 of
this report.
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1.2.7 Simplified Flow Chart For the UDEC Code

Figures 1.2-6 to 1.2-12 are simplified flow charts for the struc-
ture and logic used in the UDEC code. Figure 1.2-6 shows the
major control routines in the program which are used outside the
main timestepping loop of the code. An English word command in-
terpreter (in routine MON) is used in batch or interactive mode
to interpret user commands and parse out program functions. An
error trapping facility is provided which will recognize most
common errors and inform the user without loss of the run. Many
of the code sections shown in Figure 1.2-6 are used to set up the
blocks and finite difference zones, structural elements, etc.,
and to assign properties and system control variables.

The primary calculation loop is given in the separate program
branch denoted as "A". The minimum time step is determined first
in routine INI, followed by the main calculation portion of the
code, controlled by routine CYCLE. The general logic employed in
the main cycing portion of the code is given in Figs. 1.2-7 to
1.2-9. These figures should be viewed in continuation. Further
detail on implementation-of the law of motion to blocks is given
in Fig. 1.2-10, detection of block contacts in Fig. 1.2-11 and
implementation of the joint contact laws in Fig. 1.2-12. In
CYCLE, the main calculation loop runs over the total number of
timesteps specified. For each timestep, the main mechanical-
functions of the code (application of the law of motion, checking
for all block contacts and invoking the interface constitutive
laws) are conducted for all blocks.
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Fig. 1.2-9 Main Calculation Section of the UDEC Code
(concluded)
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Fig. 1.2-11 Contact Detection Logic
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1.3 GENERAL NUMERICAL PROCEDURE

1.3.1 Introduction

This section presents the basic mathematical formulations and
solution methodologies employed in UDEC. Discussions are given
on the basic algorithms for detecting and defining the mechanical
interactions between blocks, the explicit solution procedure
employed, damping to obtain the quasi-static solution, dynamic
analysis methods and numerical stability requirements.

1.3.2 Terminology

The distinct element method employed in UDEC requires that the
body first be divided into a number of blocks which are separated
from one another by joints (also termed fractures or interfaces)
(see Fig. 1.3-1). The geometry of the blocks are defined by
their corners and edges. Blocks may be defined as rigid (no in-
ternal deformation allowed?, simply deformable (limited possible
internal deformation modes), and fully deformable (complete
definition of stress and strain tensors). For fully deformable
blocks, the interior of the blocks is discretized into triangular
'finite difference zones (i.e., elements). Each zone is defined
by the grid points which lie at its three vertices.

CORNER

GRID POINT

FINITE DIFFERENCE
ZONE

SLOCKS
JOINTS

Fig. 1.3-1 Illustration of Geometry Terminology
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When blocks contact one another in two dimensions, three poten-
tial modes of contact are possible: edge-to-edge, corner-to-
edge, and corner-to-corner. For rigid and simply deformable
blocks, where no internal discretization is performed, the con-
tact locations are determined by the block corners. For fully
deformable blocks, internal discretization may result in several
grid points lying on the boundary of the block (e.g., Fig. 1.3-
1). These boundary grid points are treated as new corners and
are used to provide a more accurate determination of the stress
state along an edge.

1.3.3 Basis for the Distinct Element Method

1.3.3.1 Introduction

The following discussion regarding the implementation of the dis-
tinct element method used in UDEC is taken from Lemos (1987).
Additional information on distinct element methods may be found
in Cundall (1980), Cundall and Hart (1984) and CundaJl (1987).

1.3.3.2 Contact Between Blocks

When two blocks come into contact, a force develops between them
which can be resolved into normal and shear components [Fig. 1.3-
2a]. The simplest model of mechanical interaction is to assume
that the blocks are connected by normal and shear elastic
springs, i.e., interaction forces are proportional to the rela-
tive displacement between the two blocks (Fig. 1.3-3). This re-
lation is expressed more conveniently in incremental form.

AFn = Kn Aun
(1.3-1)

AFS = Ks Aus

where Kn and Ks are the contact normal and shear stiffnesses.

Contact between two block edges [Fig. 1.3-2(b)] can be
represented by two corner-edge contacts. The contact length, A,
allows contact stresses to be calculated as

an = Fn / L
(1.3-2)

as = Fs / 1
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and stress increments to be expressed in terms of the usual joint
stiffnesses kn and ks (stress/length] as

Aan = kn Aun
(1.3-3)

Ass = kS AuS

PosMr

&URI

rav

(a) (b)

I /
y12 1914

(e)

C

(C)

e a center
i a rounding length C g contact

2 doman

(e)

Fig. 1.3-2 Block Contact Geometry: (a) corner-edge contact;
(b) edge-edge contact; (c) contact lengths for
fully-deformable blocks; (d) rounded corner; and
(e) domains
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When blocks are discretized into a fine internal mesh (fully-
deformable), gridpoints may be placed along the original edges
(Fig. 1.3-2(c)]. These gridpoints are treated as new corners,
since the edge is now able to deform into a polygonal line. The
same expressions (1.3-3) are used, with contact lengths defined
as shown in Fig. 1.3-2c.

k'

MEMM

NoMa hWtero So kuaactha

Fig. 1.3-3 Mechanical Representation of Interfaces in Distinct
Element Method

The overlaps in Figs. 1.3-2(a) and (b) represent only a mathe-
matically convenient way of measuring relative normal displace-
ments. In finite element or displacement discontinuity models,
joints are similarly assigned a zero thickness, with overlapping
indicating compressive joint stresses and separation indicating
tension. If normal joint stiffnesses are increased, overlaps can
be made as small as desired.

At each timestep, the incremental stresses calculated by expres-
sions (1.3-3) are added to the existing stresses, and the con-
stitutive criteria are checked. In the simplest model, no
tensile stresses are allowed-i.e., defining tensile stresses as
positive,

(an S 0 (1.3-4)
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and the shear stresses are limited by a Mohr-Coulomb friction law

BeI US c - C1 tan - (1..3-5)

where c and 0 are the joint cohesion and friction angle. In gen-
eral, the joint constitutive relations must provide the stress
increments as a function of the displacement increments, current
stresses and possibly other state parameters.

Ant has fMauni Aus, an, as*..) (1.3-6)

One such model, the continuously-yielding joint model, is de-
scribed in Section 1.4, - Component Models.

In principal, an interaction logic based on corner-edge contacts
is sufficient, even for complex geometries. Hownever, particular
problems may arise, for instance, when the contact point ap-
proaches one''of the'edge endpoints. Then, the determination of
which edge and corner are in contact may become ambiguous. Also,
the contact'normal may not be uniquely defined, or it may experi-
ence sudden jumps as the blocks rotate with respect to each
other. It is important that the contact normal varies in a
smooth way for any relative motion between blocks, so that the
normal and shear components of the interaction force are physica-
ly meaningful. These problems are overcome in UDEC by assuming
that the block corners are rounded, for the purpose of analyzing
the interaction mechanics. A corner is approximated by an arc of
a circle tangent to the two adjacent edges [Fig. 1.3-2(d)]. The
distance between the tangency points and the actual corner, the
rounding length d, is prescribed by the user and is the same for
all corners (i.e., circle radii vary according to the corner
angle). This scheme permits'corner-corner contacts to be handled
without ambiguity.. The contact normal'is defined by'the line
connecting the centers of the'rounded corner circles-.' A smooth
transition between corner-edge and corner-corner contacts is also
achieved.

Rounded corners have the added advantage of eliminating the prob-
lem of closely-packed systems being "locked" by very small
corner-corner overlaps. In a real situation, such sharp corners
would probably be-crushed. Rounded corners may thus provide a
better approximation of the physical reality. The rounding
length, if kept small (typically around a few percent of the
average edge length), has no practical influence on the results
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of the analysis. Since distinct element codes allow large block
motion, elaborate procedures are required in order to update the
contact structure, detecting new contacts and deleting others.
The main difficulty is to make such updates computationally effi-
cient, since checking all possible interactions would be im-
practical. UDEC takes advantage of the network of "domains" cre-
ated by a 2-D block assembly. Domains are the regions of space
between blocks which are defined by the contact points, as dl and
d2 in Fig. 1.3-2(e). During a small time increment, new contacts
can only be formed between corners and edges within the same
domain, so local updates can be executed efficiently whenever
some prescribed measure of motion within the domain is attained.
The contact updating procedure is further facilitated by a linked
list data structure which follows closely the physical arrange-
ment of corners and contacts. Details of the linked list struc-
ture can be found in the UDEC User's Manual, Volume 2 of this
document.

1.3.3.3 Block Deformability

Blocks may be rigid, simply or fully deformable in the distinct
element method. The basic formulation for rigid blocks is given
by Cundall et al. (1978). Details of the formulation are given
in Cundall (1971) and elsewhere. This formulation represents the
medium as a set of distinct blocks which do not change their ge-
ometry as a result of applied loading. Consequently, the formul-
ation is most applicable to problems in which the behavior of the
system is dominated by discontinuities and where the material
elastic properties may be ignored. Such conditions arise in low-
stress environments and/or where the material possesses high
strength and low deformability.

For many applications, the deformation of individual blocks can-
not be reasonably ignored - i.e., blocks cannot be assumed to be
rigid. Two approaches have been developed. In one approach,
termed "simply deformable", each block is allowed three degrees
of freedom to deform internally. In the second approach, termed
"fully deformable", arbitrary deformation of blocks is permitted
through internal discretization of blocks into finite difference
zones. Both the simply-deformable and fully-deformable algo-
rithms are used in UDEC and are described by Cundall et al.
(1978).

Simply-deformable blocks use three modes of internal deformation
corresponding to the three strains in two dimensions-i.e., ell,
£22, and E12 + £21. These modes are shown in Fig. 1.3-4. In ad-
dition to these modes, there remain the three rigid-body modes
considered by rigid blocks (two translational and one rotational
degrees of freedom), making six degrees of freedom per block in
total.
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C11 922 C12 + 21

Fig. 1.3-4 Three Independent Modes of Deformation Used
In Simply-Deformable Blocks

However, some deformation modes, such as those shown in Fig. 1.3-
5, cannot be represented by simply-deformable blocks. A more
detailed description of the limitations of SDEF blocks is given
by Williams and Mustoe (1987).

To overcome inherent limitations of SDEF blocks it is often pos-
sible to substitute fully-deformable blocks with a minimum number
of internal finite difference zones. For-quadrilateral blocks
with two zones per block, the increased storage and computing
time is minimal when compared to simply-deformable blocks. For
this reason, simply-deformable blocks are not discussed in detail
beyond this point.

I I'

Fig. 1.3-5 Deformation Modes Not Possible With SDEF Blocks
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Each fully deformable block is independently discretized into an
internal finite-difference mesh. An explicit, large deformation,
Lagrangian formulation with constant strain triangles is used.
Plane strain conditions are assumed. Since the displacment field
has a linear variation within each zone, the block boundary is
always defined by a polygonal line, allowing the block interac-
tion logic previously described to be used for any degree of mesh
refinement. General constitutive relations can be assumed for the
block material. At present, elastic and elasto-plastic models
are included in this version of UDEC.

The code UDEC possesses an automatic mesh generator which per-
forms the internal discretization for arbitrarily shaped blocks.
The user only specifies the maximum zone edge length (m.z.e.l.)
desired. The generation procedure starts by placing gridpoints
at all block corners (the gridpoints become zone vertices).
Then, edges longer than the m.z.e.l. are subdivided, until a rel-
atively uniform distribution of edge lengths is achieved. A tri-
angulation of the block is then performed by connecting the
boundary gridpoints. Links are always established between the
closest points. In a second stage, the mesh is refined. The
largest zone side is halved, and the adjacent zones are sub-
divided. This process is repeated until all zone sides are
smaller than the m.z.e.l. Finally, the internal gridpoints are
iteratively relocated, until they coincide with the average of
the coordinates of the surrounding gridpoints.

UDEC also has two special mesh generators. The manual mesh gen-
erator allows the user to specify grid point locations within
blocks. The other special zone generator works only for quad-
rilateral blocks. The generator for quadrilateral blocks pro-
duces internal grid points with either four or eight neighboring
zones. The resultant mesh consists of "crossed" grid lines which
improves behavior when modelling plastic flow as explained later.

The deformability of fully-deformable blocks is governed by the
assigned constitutive (i.e., stress-strain) relation. During
each timestep, zonal strain rates are related to nodal (i.e.,
gridpoint) velocities in the usual fashion:

iij = 2 (Ui,j + uj,i)

(1.3-7)
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Zone rotations are also calculated as:

)jj ' 1 fg~U~)(1.3-8)
C~ (CRii - uj~i)

These rotations produce changes in stress components referred to
a fixed frame of reference. Rotations are used to adjust zone
stresses to account for rotation (c.f. Eq. 1.4-114)

Notice that, due to the incremental treatment, Eq. (1.3-7) does
not imply a restriction to small strains. Incremental strains
are obtained from strain rates through multiplication by the time
step.

The constitutive relations for deformable blocks are used in an
incremental form, so that implementation of nonlinear problems
can be accomplished easily. The actual form of the equations is:

alitj = A& 5 ij + 2 W±eij (1.3-9)

where A, are the Lame constants,

Atij are the elastic increments of the stress tensor,

Acii are the incremental strains,

ACV = Aell + AE22 is the increment of volumetric strain,
and

Sij = Kronecker delta function.

Non-linear and post-peak strength models are readily incorporated
into the code in a direct way without recourse to devices such as
equivalent stiffnesses or initial strains, which need to be in-
troduced into matrix-oriented programs to preserve linearity dic-
tated by the matrix formulation. In an explicit program, how-
ever, the process is relatively simple - after each timestep,
the strain state of each zone is known. The program then needs
to know the stress in each zone in order to proceed to the next
timestep. The stress is uniquely defined by the stress-strain
model whether it is a linearly-elastic relation or a complex,
non-linear and post-peak strength model.
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UDEC provides two constitutive models for fully-deformable
blocks: an isotropic elastic model and Mohr-Coulomb plasticity
model with non-associated flow rule. These models are described
further in Section 1.4.

1.3.3.4 Equations of Motion

1.3.3.4.1 Equations of Motion For Rigid Blocks

The motion of an individual rigid block is determined by the mag-
nitude and direction of resultant out-of-balance moments and
forces acting on it. In this section, the equations of motion
which describe translation and rotation of the block about its
centroid are developed. Mass damping terms, which may be intro-
duced into the equations of motion, have been omitted from this
section for clarity. Consider the motion of a single mass acted
on by a varying force, F(t). Newton's second law of motion can
be written in the form

au = F(t)

at m
(1.3-10)

The central difference scheme for the left-hand side of Eq.
(1.3-10) at time t can be written as

.(t + At/2)
U

.(t - At/2)
- u

At (1.3-11)

Substituting Eq. (1.3-11) in Eq. (1.3-10) and re-arranging yields

.(t + At/2)
u

.(t - At/2) F(t)
= u + At

m
(1.3-12)

With velocities stored at the half-timestep point, it is possible
to express displacement as

u(t + At) = u(t) + u(t at/2) At (1.3-13)
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Because the force depends on displacement, the force/displacement
calculation is done at one time instant. Figure 1.3-6 illus-
trates the central difference scheme with the order of calcula-
tion indicated by the arrows.

a

U

go8 kt ak at ,

Fig. 1.3-6 Interlaced Nature of Calculation Cycle Used in
Distinct Element Formulation

For blocks which are acted upon by several forces as well as
gravity, the velocity equations become:

* (t + At/2)
ui

* (t - At/2) EFi(t)
= Ui + ( m + gi) At

(1.3-14)

e (t + At/2) * (t - At/2) IM(t)o + A

where 6 = angular velocity of block about centroid,

I = moment of inertia of block,

= velocity components of block centroid,

DM = the sum of moments; and

ZFi = the sum of applied forces,
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The new velocities in Eq. (1.3-14) are used to determine the new
block location according to

ki(t + At/2) = xi(t) + u(t + At/2) At

(1.3-15)
Oi(t + At/2) = ei(t) + e (t + At/2) At

where Oi = rotation of block about centroid, and

Xi = coordinates of block centroid.

Thus, each iteration produces new block positions which generate
new contact forces. Resultant forces and moments are used to
calculate linear and angular accelerations of each block. Block
velocities and displacements are determined by integration over
incremental timesteps. The procedure is repeated until a satis-
factory state of equilibrium or mode of failure results.

1.3.3.4.2 Equations of Motion For Gridpoints

The equations of motion for gridpoints of zones in fully-deform-
able blocks are identical to those for centroids of rigid blocks,
except that rotational terms are neglected for gridpoints. In
determining the forces acting on a gridpoint, the stresses in
surrounding zones are accounted for by integrating over a sur-
face, S, enclosing the gridpoint:

z
Fi = ijnj dS (1.3-16)

where S is the surface enclosing the mass of surrounding elements
lumped at the gridpoint, and

nj is the unit normal to S.

The total force acting on a grid point is the resultant of all
external forces applied to the grid point (from block contacts or
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Z
otherwise), plus the contribution from surrounding zones, Fi.
Contact forces acting directly at a grid point are applied di-
rectly to the grid point. Contact forces applied to a zone edge
between two grid points are distributed 'to the two grid points by
linear interpolation.

1.3.3.5 Calculation Procedure

The distinct element algorithm is based on two sets of computa-
tions performed at each time step. First, kinematic quantities
are updated. Then, the application of constitutive models pro-
vides the forces and stresses. The procedure for fully-deform-
able blocks can be summarized in the following steps.

1. New gridpoint velocities, ui, are obtained from the
equations of motion.

2. Displacement increments are calculated as Aui Ai At.

3. The location of the block boundary is updated, and
contact displacement increments are calculated.

4. Application of the joint constitutive relations
provides the new contact stresses and forces.

5. Zone strain increments are calculated as (c.f.,
1.3-7)

1 aui auj
Aeij -2 + ) At2 axj axi

6. The application of the block material constitutive
relations gives the new zone stresses.

7. Contact forces, zone stresses and external loads
are assembled into the new force vector Fi, for the
next time step.

For rigid blocks, the procedure above is based on block centroid
velocities and zonal stresses and strains are not computed.
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1.3.4 Damping

1.3.4.1 Introduction

As described in the previous section, UDEC uses a dynamic algo-
rithm for problem solution. Natural dynamic systems contain some
degree of damping of the vibrational energy within the system.
Otherwise, the system would oscillate indefinitely when subjected
to driving forces. Damping is, in part, due to energy loss as a
result of slippage along contacts of blocks within the system, in-
ternal friction loss in the intact material, and any resistance
caused by air or fluids surrounding the structure. UDEC is used
to solve two general classes of mechanical problems: quasi-static
and dynamic. Damping is used to solve both classes of problems.
Quasi-static problems involve use of more damping than dynamic
problems. Two types of damping, mass-proportional and stiffness-
proportional damping are available in UDEC. Mass-proportional
damping or viscous damping, applies a force which is proportional
to (mass) velocity, but in the opposite direction. Stiffness pro-
portional damping applies a force to contacts or stresses in zones
which are proportional to the incremental force or stress and in
the same sense. In UDEC, either form of damping may be used sepa-
rately or in combination. The use of both forms of damping in
combination is termed Rayleigh damping (Bathe and Wilson, 1976;
Zienkiewicz, 1977). For solution of quasi-static problems using
finite difference schemes, mass-proportional or viscous damping is
generally used (Otter et al., 1966). UDEC allows use of an auto-
matic "adaptive" viscous damping scheme developed by Cundall
(1982) for solution of quasi-static problems. Damping for static
analysis is discussed in Section 1.3.4.3. For dynamic analyses,
either mass-proportional or stiffness-proportional, or both (i.e.,
Rayleigh) forms of damping may be used as described in Section
1.3.4.4.

1.3.4.2 Mass and Stiffness Damping

In continuum analysis of structures, proportional Rayleigh damp-
ing is typically used to damp the natural frequencies of the sys-
tem. In dynamic finite element analysis, a damping matrix, C, is
formed with components proportional to the mass (M) and stiffness
(K) matrices:

C = aM + P3K (1. 3-17)
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In the above equation, a and 1 are the mass and stiffness propor-
tional damping constants. For a multiple degree-of-freedom sys-
tem, choice of the a and 1 constants cannot be performed-with
certainty. However, the critical damping ratio, 4i, at any natu-
ral frequency of the system, i can be found from (Bathe and
Wilson, 1976):

-a + p13i2 = 2coi 4i

or
(1.3-18)

4i =2 ( - + Pki

Figure 1.3-7 shows the variation of the normalized critical damp-
ing ratio, ti, with angular frequency, Wj. Three curves are
given: mass and stiffness components only and the sum of both
components. As shown, mass-proportional damping is dominant at
lower angular frequency ranges while stiffness-proportional damp-
ing dominates at higher angular frequencies. The sum curve
reaches a minimum at:

4min = (c4)1/2;

tmin = (a/p)1/2 and (1.3-19)

fmin = Cnin/2n

where fmin can be termed the "fundamental frequency" of the sys-
tem in cycles/sec at some proportion of critical damping, 4min*

The values of fmin and 6m n are required by UDEC as input if the
automatic damping option Is not selected. Mass proportional
damping is analogous to immersing the system in viscous fluid -
the absolute motion of the blocks and/or gridpoints will be
damped based on the viscosity of the fluid. The viscosity of the
fluid can be increased by increasing 4min and/or omin-
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Fig. 1.3-7 Variation of Normalized Critical Damping Ratio
with Angular Frequency

Mass-proportional damping is generally most appropriate for lower
frequency applications, including static problems. Mass-
proportional damping is included in the equation of motion for
rigid block translation or grid point motion as follows:

aui Fi
at - - - aui + gi (1.3-20)

if

where a is the damping constant described above. The difference
equation in time is written as:

+( At
u t+ At/2) = ffi (t-At/2) (1 - -) +

2

Fi aAt
(- + gi)ft} / (1 + -)
m 2

(1.3-21)

Rigid block rotations are damped in the same manner.
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Stiffness proportional damping is physically equivalent to dash-
pots across contacts and zones and serves to damp relative block
motion. Stiffness proportional damping can be increased by in-
creasing 4min or by decreasing %min. The following viscous terms
are thus added to the contact forces and element stresses:

FiV = ri / At
(1.3-22)

ijv = Aaije / At

where AFie and Aaije are the elastic force and stress increments.

When a contact is sliding, the viscous term is dropped since
friction already provides energy dissipation.

'1.3.4.3 Damping For Quasi-Static Analysis

For quasi-static problems, only mass-proportional damping is gen-
erally used. UDEC provides an automated damping option within
the code as described here. For static problems, the timestep
does not signify real time and is only an iterative device for
reaching the steady state solution. Here, the user wishes to ob-
tain the equilibrium or steady-state of the body by using the
minimum number of timesteps (or, also called "cycles") of calcu-
lation. UDEC provides an automated scheme which does not require
user specification of damping constants. Figure 1.3-8 shows
three potential damping modes for reaching the steady state equi-
librium displacement of a mass on a spring in free vibration sub-
jected to viscous damping. The potential modes are: overdamped,
underdamped and critically damped. In overdamping, the viscosity
is very large, and the equilibrium is approached as time ap-
proaches infinity with non-oscillatory behavior. Underdamped
systems oscillate, approaching the equilibrium state with in-
creasing time. Critical damping again is non-oscillatory and, at
most, can have one passage through the equilibrium position. The
automatic damping in UDEC provides a slightly underdamped solu-
tion to elastic problems and a nearly critically-damped solution
to problems in which energy loss by joint slip or intact material
failure occurs. i
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Fig. 1.3-8 Damping Modes for Damped Mass on an Elastic Spring.
(a) overdamping; (b) underdamped (oscillatory); and
(c) critical damping.

The automatic or "adaptive" damping scheme in UDEC adjusts the
mass damping constant, a, (Eq. 1.3-17) to the conditions which
occur during solution of any particular problem (Cundall, 1982).
As was discussed in the previous section, a general method for
selection of an optimum value of a prior to running the problem
is not generally possible. The algorithm used here monitors the
rate of energy change in the body as cycling continues. A para-
meter, R, is calculated at every other cycle, where R is given
by:

rate of energy dissipation due to mass damping

rate of change of kinetic energy
(1.3-23)
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The value of a is adjusted to keep R within prescribed limits
found by experiment. If R is kept close to 0.5, a damping effect
similar to critical damping is achieved. The algorithm is simi-
lar to a servo-mechanism in which an. output system control para-
meter is continuously adjusted based on the measured system re-
sponse. Lorig (1984) examined the variation in a with the number
of cycles for a typical quasi-static problem (Fig. 1.3-9), in
which most blocks surround a tunnel reach zero-velocity equilib-
rium although some fall by gravity. The oscillation of a beyond
1500 cycles results from increases in total kinetic energy as
some blocks fall from the tunnel crown.

0 a

l I Ulm"I UA~Wiqt y_

I=
ImRAO

Fig. 1.3-9 Variation in a for a Typical Tunneling Problem Ob-
tained in UDEC (a is automatically adjusted to speed
convergence for quasi-static problems. The cyclic
change in a after 1500 timesteps (iterations) is a
result of wedges falling from the crown of the tun-
nel.) [Lorig (1984)]. I

1.3.4.4 Damping For Dynamic Analysis

For dynamic problems, some combination of mass and stiffness
damping or stiffness damping alone is generally required. For
simple continuous elastic systems, the eigenfrequencies are known
and therefore the choice of fmin and 4min is fairly well defined.
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For example, with analysis of structural systems, a fraction of
critical damping of 2% to 10% is generally used (e.g., Biggs,
1964). For discontinuous systems, in which slip and separation
between blocks may occur, the overall oscillatory behavior is not
well known. The result is that either experience or experimenta-
tion with the model to determine the damping is necessary. The
objectives are to determine the fundamental frequency of the body
and the fraction of critical damping to provide sufficient damp-
ing without resulting in instability or inaccurate temporal solu-
tions. Several methods of defining the damping parameters are
possible for dynamic analysis. The fundamental frequency of a
system can be determined simply by using no damping and applying
the dynamic loading while monitoring the system response (i.e.,
velocity, displacement, etc.). Since no damping is used, the
system will oscillate, and the fundamental or lowest frequency
can be obtained from a temporal plot of the system oscillation.
Once the frequency is known, the fraction of critical damping is
set by trial and error. Suggested values for block rock systems
are in the order of 0.5 to 1%.

1.3.5 Mechanical Timestep Determination and Numerical Stability

1.3.5.1 Timestep Calculation

Explicit methods are only conditionally stable. For a linear
elastic system the mechanical timestep must be less than

Atstab = 2 / %'ax (1.3-24)

where %max is the highest eigenfrequency of the system.

As distinct element systems can be rather complex and change con-
siderably during the course of the analysis, the timestep re-
quired for numerical stability is calculated only approximately.
Two estimates are obtained, one based on the stability of the in-
ternal mesh calculations, the other accounting for the contact
stiffness. The minimum of the two is taken.

The explicit finite difference solution procedure used for the
fully-deformable blocks is based on the assumption that no infor-
mation is transmitted from a gridpoint to its neighbor within one
timestep. Therefore, the timestep required for the stability of
the zone computations is estimated as
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Atz = 2 min
i

[ maj) 11/2

k(i)
(1.3-25)

where mi is the mass of node i, and

ki is a measure of the stiffness of the elements
surrounding the node.

The minimum value of the ratio for any nodal point is used.

In a distinct element model, ki must account for the stiffness of
the intact rock, as well as the stiffness of the discontinuities.
It can be calculated as the sum of two terms

ki = Zkzi + kji (1.3-26)

The first term represents the sum of the contributions of the
stiffness of all the elements connected to node i, which are es-
timated as -

8 4 bmax
kzi = - CK + - GI

3 3 hmin
(1.3-27)

where K and G are the bulk and shear elastic moduli of the block
material, respectively,

bmax is the largest edge, and

hmin the minimum height of the triangular element.

The joint stiffness term, kij exists only for nodes located on
the block boundary, and is taken as the product of the normal or
shear joint stiffnesses (whichever is larger) and the sum of the
lengths of the two block edge segments adjacent to node i.

For rigid blocks, the time step is calculated, by analogy to a
single degree of freedom system, as

Atb FRAC*2 (Mmin/Kmax) 1/ 2(1.3-28)
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where Mmin is the mass of the smallest block in the system, and

Kmax is the maximum contact stiffness.

FRAC is supplied by the user in order to account for the fact
that a block is in contact with several blocks.

In UDEC, Kmax is taken as

Kmax = max (Kn,s , kn,s * 1typ) (1.3-29)

where Kns is the contact normal or shear stiffness (whichever is
higher), kn s the joint stiffness and ltyp the typical contact
length. FRKC is typically 0.1. The timestep is finally chosen
as

At = min (AtZ, Atb) (1.3-30)

When stiffness-proportional damping is used, this timestep may
not guarantee stability and may have to be reduced by a user-
supplied factor. Belytschko (1983) gives the following formula
for adjusting the timestep:

At = 2 [-( + 42)]1/2 - ]
%naxII

(1.3-31)

where %max is the highest eigenfrequency of the system, and

4 is the fraction of damping at this frequency.

1.3.5.2 Density Scaling

For quasi-static problems, UDEC allows use of a simple procedure
for improving efficiency termed mass density scaling. As long as
inertial forces remain small compared with the other forces in
the system, inertial masses may be modified without affecting the
solution. Therefore, block densities or individual zone densi-
ties used in the calculation of inertial gridpoint masses may be
scaled to achieve larger timesteps. Improved convergence is ob-
tained when all inertial masses are set to the same value.
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The equation of motion may be written (excluding damping terms)
in terms of inertial (mi) and gravitational (mg) masses as:

mi--- - F + mgg (1.3-32)

For the usual case in which inertial and gravitational masses are
identical, this equation reverts to the familiar form:

EF
a c -+ g

mi
(1.3-33)

However, if the inertial and gravitational masses are different,
as in the case of density scaling, then Eq. (1.3-32) may be re-
written as:

E;F mg
U = -+ -g

mi mi
(1.3-34)

This has no effect on the gravitational masses and the block
weights are all correct, but all blocks will accelerate equally
under equal forces. Mass density scaling is provided as an op-
tion in UDEC.
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1.3.6 Dynamic Analysis*

1.3.6.1 Introduction

Stress waves propagating in a jointed rock mass can induce epi-
sodes of slip or separation on the discontinuities. Time domain
techniques are required for the analysis of these nonlinear dy-
namic problems. The explicit time integration algorithm of the
distinct element method makes the method an appropriate tool for
these analyses. Most dynamic geomechanical studies (e.g., seis-
mic analysis of rock foundations) are based on continuum models.
Few reported studies have taken into account the effects of the
discontinuities. Dowding et al. (1983a; 1983b) analyzed the
transient dynamic behavior of caverns in jointed rock using a
hybrid rigid block-finite element model. The region around the
opening was modeled with rigid blocks, and embedded in a contin-
uum discretized with finite elements, where the dynamic excita-
tion was applied. The present distinct element model with de-
formable blocks makes it possible for the whole region of study
to be accurately modeled with distinct elements.

The numerical representation of dynamic systems in geomechanics
with a mesh of finite extent requires the use of boundary condi-
tions which allow for adequate energy radiation and do not re-
flect outgoing waves back into the model. In order to satisfy
this requirement, non-reflecting boundaries were implemented in
UDEC, as described in the next section. Examples of dynamic
problems are presented in Volume 3 of this report.

Earthquake analysis of surface structures normally involves the
consideration of an upward propagating stress wave, which is ap-
plied at the base of the model. In the lateral direction, at
some distance from the structure, free-field conditions will be
established. In order to avoid an unacceptably large model, a
technique has been developed to provide adequate lateral boundary
conditions at a closer distance. The free-field model is coupled
to the blocky system by viscous dashpots which provide non-
reflecting boundary conditions.

*This discussion is modified from Lemos (1987).
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1.3.6.2 Non-Reflecting Boundaries

1.3.6.2.1 Dynamic modeling of unbounded media

The modeling of geomechanics problems involves media, which, at
the scale of the analysis, are better represented as unbounded.
Deep underground excavations are normally assumed to be sur-
rounded by an infinite medium, while surface and near-surface
structures are assumed to lie on a half-space. Numerical methods
relying on the discretization of a finite region of space require
that appropriate conditions be enforced at the artificial numeri-
cal boundaries. In static analyses, fixed or elastic boundaries
(e.g., represented by boundary element techniques) can be realis-
tically placed at some distance from the region of-interest. In
dynamic problems, however, such boundary conditions cause the re-
flection of outward propagating waves back into the model, and do
not allow the necessary energy radiation. The use of a larger
model-can minimize the problem, since material damping will ab-
sorb most of the energy in the waves reflected from distant
boundaries. However, this solution leads to large computational
costs. The alternative is to use non-reflecting (or absorbing)
boundaries. Several formulations have been proposed. The vis-
cous boundary developed by Lysmer and Kuhlemeyer (1969) was se-
lected for the present distinct element model. It is based on
the use of independent dashpots, and is nearly totally effective
for body waves approaching the boundary at angles off incidence
above 300. For lower angles of incidence or surface waves, the
energy absorption is only approximate. However, it has the ad-
vantage of being an inexpensive technique which can be used in
time domain analyses. Its effectiveness has been demonstrated in
both finite element and finite difference models (Kunar et al.,
1977). A variation of this technique proposed by White et al.
(1977) is also widely used.

More efficient energy absorption, for example in the case of
Rayleigh waves, requires the use of frequency-dependent dashpots,
which can only be used in frequency domain analyses (e.g.,, Lysmer
and Waas, 1972). These are usually designated as consistent'- '
boundaries, and involve the calculation of dynamic stiffness ma-
trices coupling all the boundary degrees of freedom. Boundary
element methods may be used to derive these matrices (e.g., Wolf,
1985). A comparative study of the performance of different types
of elementary, viscous and consistent boundaries was reported by
Roesset and Ettouney (1977).
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A different procedure to obtain efficient absorbing boundaries
for use in time domain studies was proposed by Cundall et al.
(1978). It is based on the superposition of solutions with
stress and velocity boundaries in such a way that reflections are
canceled. In practice, it requires the use of two parallel,
overlapping grids in a narrow region adjacent to the boundary,
whose results are added. This method has been shown to provide
effective energy absorption, but it is of difficult implementa-
tion for a blocky system of complex geometry.

1.3.6.2.2 Numerical Implementation

The viscous boundaries proposed by Lysmer and Kuhlemeyer (1969)
consist of independent dashpots attached to the boundary in the
normal and shear directions. They provide viscous normal and
shear tractions given by

tn = c p Up vn (1.3-35)

ts= p Cs Vs

where vn and vs are the normal and shear components of the
velocity at the boundary, p is the mass density, and cp and cs
are the P- and S-wave velocities.

The viscous terms can be introduced directly into the equations
of motion of the gridpoints lying on the boundary. A different
approach, however, was implemented in UDEC, in which the trac-
tions tn and ts are calculated and applied at every timestep in
the same way as the boundary loads. This alternative scheme al-
lows the viscous boundaries to be used also with rigid and
simply-deformable blocks. Tests have shown that this implementa-
tion is equally effective. In the practical analyses executed,
no reduction of timestep was required by the use of the non-
reflecting boundaries. Timestep restrictions demanded by high
joint stiffnesses or small zones are usually more important.

In seismic analysis, the dynamic input is often a vertically pro-
pagating plane wave, which has to be applied at the base of the
model. This boundary should also be a non-reflecting boundary so
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that the waves propagating downwards from the free-surface are
absorbed. A motion with velocity vo and stress ys° can be in-
duced at a non-reflecting boundary by applying a stress

as -s - PCS (v - v0) (1.3-36)

For a plane harmonic shear wave as° = pcsvc. Therefore,

as =2cs - pcCv (1.3-37)

-i.e., a standard non-reflecting boundary can be used, provided
that twice the shear stress corresponding to the forcing motion
is applied. Example problems in Volume 3 of this report illus-
trate the use of non-reflecting boundaries.

1.3.6.3 Dynamic Free-Field

1.3.6.3.1 Boundary Conditions for Seismic Analysis

Seismic analysis of surface and embedded structures by numerical
techniques requires the discretization of a region of the soil or
rock adjacent to the foundation. The seismic input is normally
represented by a plane wave propagating upwards (Fig. 1.3-10).
This dynamic excitation can be applied as a stress wave at the
base of the model (AC), which is a non-reflecting boundary, as
explained in the previous section. The boundary conditions at
the sides AB and CD must account for the free-field motion which
would exist in the absence of the structure. A simple solution
is to extend the model laterally so that free-field conditions
are achieved. For soils with high material damping, this condi-
tion can be obtained within a relatively small distance (Seed et
al., 1975). When the material damping is low, the required dis-
tance may lead to an impractical model. An alternative procedure
is to "enforce" the free-field motion in such a way that boundar-
ies AB and CD retain their non-reflecting properties-i.e., out-
ward waves originating from the structure are properly absorbed.
This approach was used in the continuum finite-difference code
NESSI (Cundall et al., 1980). A technique of this type was de-
veloped for the present distinct element model. It involves the
execution of a one-dimensional free-field calculation in parallel
with the blocky system analysis. The lateral boundaries AB and
CD are coupled to the free-field grid by viscous dashpots (Fig.
1.3-11).
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Fig. 1.3-10 Model for Seismic Analysis of Surface Structures:
Block Assembly and Free-Field Mesh [Lemos, 1987]
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Fig. 1.3-11 Coupling of Block Model and Free-Field Mesh
(Lemos (1987)]
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1.3.6.3.2 Free-Field Representation

The free-field model consists of a one-dimensional "column" of
unit width, simulating the behavior of the extended jointed me-
dium. An explicit finite-difference method was selected for the
model. The height of the free-field equals the length of the
lateral boundaries of the blocky system. It is discretized into
n elements of equal length Ay. Element masses are lumped at the
n+1 gridpoints. A linear variation of the displacement field is
assumed within each element, which is therefore in a state of
uniform strain (and stress). Since all quantities are indepen-
dent of the horizontal coordinate x, the element deformations are
given by

auy aux
Lxx = 0, eye = a and Yxy = -

ay ~~~ayp
(1.3-38)

Finite difference approximations to these expressions are

Uyi+l~uyi Uxi+luXi
Eyyi = - and Yxyi = Al

yy Ay Aw
(1.3-39)

where element i lies between gridpoints i and i+l.

Stresses are calculated by application of the constitutive rela-
tions described in Section 1.4 - Component Models. Gridpoint
forces are assembled from the element stresses as

Fxi = axyi + Oxyi l and Fyi = Gy i + ayyi-l (1.3-40)

The time integration uses the same central-difference scheme de-
scribed in Section 1.3.3.4. Damping and numerical stability are
handled in a similar fashion.

At the gridpoint at the base of the free-field, shear and normal
dashpots provide the absorbing boundary conditions, and the
dynamic input is applied in the form of a stress record.
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1.3.6.3.3 Coupling with the blocks

The free-field calculation provides gridpoint velocities vxf and
vyf, and element stresses Yxxf and axyf In order to achieve the
required boundary conditions along the l.h.s. AB, the following
stresses must be applied

Oxx = Oxxf + pcp (VX - vxf)

(1.3-41)
Oxy = Gxyf + PCS (vy - VYf)

where vx and vy are the components of the block gridpoint velo-
city. Along the r.h.s. CD, the sign of the
second term must be reversed.

Figure 1.3-11 illustrates how the coupling of the free-field mesh
with a block edge EF is executed. The contribution from the
free-field stresses in Eqs. (1.3-41) is applied in the form of
concentrated forces at discrete points on the block edge, at the
same y-coordinate of the free-field gridpoints. For example, at
point i, the following forces are applied

i = 2 [ (axxf)i-l + (xxf)i ] Ay
(1.3-42)

Pyi = 2 [ (xyf)i-l + (xyf)' ] by

For the r.h.s. boundary, the negative of these expressions is ap-
plied. The second term of Eqs. (1.3-41) is applied at the block
corners (gridpoints) E and F. For example, at E, the forces to
be applied are

Rx = - Pcp (vxE - vXfE) ( 4

Ry = - pCs (vyE - vyfE) 1 4

where I is the block edge half-length.
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The free-field velocities vxfE and vyfE, at point E', are ob-
tained by linear interpolation between the adjacent gridpoint
velocities (in this case, i-1 and i). The free-field mesh should
be fine enough to guarantee an adequate number of support points
for the blocks, otherwise excessive slip may-occur at-some bound-
ary joints.

Normally, the dynamic loading follows a static calculation cor-
responding to the in-situ conditions. In this case, the in-situ
free-field stress s are subtracted from Gxxf and' xyf before the
forces Px1 and P y are calculated. At the same time, the reac-
tion forces (and external loads) along the lateral boundaries
which provided equilibrium to the block system in the in-situ
state must be stored, so that they are applied to the blocks in
addition to the free-field forces during the dynamic loading.

1.3.6.4 Limitations of Dynamic Analysis

Experience with numerous dynamic analyses has shown that, for
good accuracy with the distinct element method, the wave length
of the highest frequency of interest in the model should be at
least 8 times the width of the largest finite-difference zone.
The appropriate relation for specifying the mesh is determined by
the frequency of the input record and the elastic properties of
the medium. For example, assume that a maximum frequency of 100
Hz is to be propagated through a rock column with a bulk modulus
of 1 3GPa, a shear modulus of 0.15 GPa, and a density of 2610
kg/m . The compressional wave speed would be 664 m/sec, and the
wavelength at 100 Hz would be 6.64 m. If eight zones per wave-
length are required, then the maximum zone size would be 0.83 m.

For dynamic input with a high peak velocity and short rise-time,
this requirement may necessitate a very fine spatial mesh and
correspondingly fine integration time mesh. The effect is com-
pounded in discontinuum codes because the wave propagation across
discontinuities can produce higher frequency components than are
provided in the input'wave. The consequence is that reasonable
analyses may be prohibitively time and memory consuming. In such
cases, it may be possible to adjust the input by recognizing that
most of the power for the input history is composed of lower fre-
quency components. By filtering the history and removing high
frequency components, a coarser mesh may be used without signifi-
cantly affecting the results.
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The filtering procedure can be accomplished with a low-pass fil-
ter routine such as the Fast Fourier Transform technique. For
example, the unfiltered velocity record shown in Fig. 1.3-12
represents a typical waveform containing a very high frequency
spike. The highest frequency of this input exceeds 50 Hz but, as
shown by the power spectral density plot of Fourier amplitude
versus frequency (Fig. 1.3-13), most of the power (approximately
99%) is made up of components of frequency 15 Hz or lower. It
can be inferred, therefore, that by filtering this velocity his-
tory with a 15 Hz low-pass filter, less than 1% of the power is
lost. The input filtered at 15 Hz is shown in Fig. 1.3-14(a),
and the Fourier amplitudes are plotted in Fig. 1.3-14(b). The
difference in power between unfiltered and filtered input is less
than 1%, while the peak velocity is reduced 38% and the rise time
is shifted from 0.035 sec to 0.09 sec. Analyses should be per-
formed with input at-different levels of filtering to evaluate
the influence of the filter on model results.
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Fig. 1.3-12 Unfiltered Velocity History
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1.4 COMPONENT MODELS

1.4.1 Introduction

In this section, the major optional features of the UDEC code are
discussed in detail. These include provisions for:

(1) fluid flow along fractures;

(2) heat transfer and thermal stress analysis;

(3) rock support and reinforcement logic;

(4) boundary element coupling of the far field; and

(5) intact rock and joint constitutive models.

Prior to describing each of these features, some discussion on
the method which the code uses for storage and handling of vari-
ables and constants is necessary. A detailed description of the
code structure can be found in Volume 2, User's Manual and Pro-
gram Guide, Chapter 6. Variables in UDEC are stored in "Linked
Lists" which are a series of one-dimensional arrays containing
information on the blocks, and their contacts, the finite differ-
ence zones and gridpoints (if fully-deformable blocks are used),
the boundary conditions and the structural elements. The posi-
tions of variables within these arrays are defined by an address
which points to the first memory location for a particular block
or contact, and an integer offset from this location to the item
of interest (e.g., contact forces for a particular contact). As
contacts between blocks are created or destroyed and no longer
exist, the number of locations of contacts within the array may
grow or decrease. All of these individual "linked list" arrays
are combined into one single dimensional real array'(and its in-
teger equivalent) in the program for convenience.

The numerical values of the offsets (always denoted by an integer
beginning with the letter k) to specific variables within the
linked lists are defined in the main common block "UDECOM".
Therefore, in the following discussion, certain variables-used in
calculation are not given specific variable names, but defined by
their offset designation within the linked list. UDEC allows
multiple material types in which the constitutive models and/or
properties may vary from location to location within the modeled
region. Properties are stored in a series of small arrays which
are also held in "UDECOM". This common block is included in all
major subroutines and is used for passing global constants such
as material properties.
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1.4.2 Fluid Flow

1.4.2.1 Purpose

The purpose of this component model is to provide for calculation
of the flow of fluid through the fractures in a jointed, fully
saturated rock mass. This calculation may be useful in determin-
ation of fluid flow from injection or withdrawal wells, flow un-
der a dam or other surface structures, or flow of non-Newtonian
fluids such as grout from an injection point.

1.4.2.2 Assumptions and Limitations

The model here assumes that fluid flow only occurs in fractures;
the intact blocks of material are assumed to be impermeable. The
model used in UDEC is two-dimensional, there is no thermal coup-
ling to the fluid flow, and the joint is assumed to be fully sat-
urated. The UDEC code can be very inefficient for solving
transient fluid flow problems. The explicit solution procedure
used may result in very small fluid timesteps, requiring exceed-
ingly large solution times. Arbitrary domain volumes at joint
intersections can lead to inaccuracies in transient analyses.
Finally, fluid flow calculations are restricted to fully-deform-
able blocks. Fluid flow is governed by a parallel plate analogy,
and thus the fractures themselves are assumed to be planar (along
any block edge) with parallel sides. Flow along the fractures is
assumed to be laminar and governed by the "cubic law". Experi-
ments conducted by Louis (1969) showed that this law is essenti-
ally valid for laminar flow in rock joints. Louis proposed an
empirical correction factor for the above expression in order to
account for fracture roughness. Witherspoon et al. (1979) tested
both open and closed joints. They reported that the cubic law is
still valid for the latter, provided that the actual mechanical
aperture is used. Due to the effects of roughness and tortuosity
of flow, the fracture conductivity in their experiments was re-
duced by a factor between 1.04 and 1.65. Barton et al. (1985)
proposed an empirical formula which gives the hydraulic aperture
(to be used in the cubic law) as a function of the mechanical
aperture and the joint roughness coefficient (JRC).

1.4.2.3 Notation

Table 1.4-1 provides offsets and main common block variable names
for pertinent fluid flow variables. Table 1.4-2 provides program
control notations pertinent to the fluid flow logic.
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Table 1.4-1

FLUID FLOW VARIABLE NOTATION

Variable Notation

Algebraic Computer

a KCAP

q KCQ

1 KCL 4

p KPP

Po KPPO I

A KDAR 4

P KBDPP I

kj PERMJ(I) I

kc PERMC(I) 4

Pw RHOW

Kw BULKW

COHW

Comments Where Found

Offset to mean joint
aperture

Offset to flow-rate
across joint or
contact

Offset to length
associated with joint

Offset to domain-pore
pressure

Offset to old domain
pore pressure

Offset to domain area

Offset to pore pressure
at a boundary corner

Joint permeability
factor, material
number I

Contact permeability
factor, material
number I

Fluid density

Fluid bulk modulus

Fluid yield stress for
Bingham-type fluid

Contact data array

Contact data array

Corntact data array

Domain data array

Domain data array

Domain data array

Boundary corner
array

In main common
UDECOM

U

It.

Ut
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Table 1.4-2

FLUID FLOW PROGRAM CONTROL NOTATION

Variable Notation Comments Where Found

FRACW Fraction of fluid flow timestep Main Common
UDECOM

SSFLAG Steady flow calculation flag "

PTOL Tolerance for steady flow "
calculations

NSFDT Number of fluid flow
calculation cycles between
mechanical cycles (for
coupling purposes) "

1.4.2.4 Derivation

As stated previously, UDEC assumes that the blocks themselves are
impermeable, and therefore the fluid flow is restricted to the
joints. Louis (1969) studied fluid flow in an open concrete
joint for laminar and turbulent conditions for varying rough-
nesses of the joint. It was found that, for laminar conditions,
the assumption of flow between parallel plates was applicable.
The mean flow velocity for viscous laminar flow between parallel
plates is given by:

V = kfJ (1.4-1)

J is the hydraulic gradient given by AP/l, where AP is the pres-
sure drop over a fracture of length, 1. The joint hydraulic con-
ductivity is denoted by kf, where
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a2g (1.4-2)
kf =

12 v

where a fracture width (aperture),

v = kinematic viscosity of the fluid, and

g = acceleration of gravity.

The flow per unit width can be expressed as

a3g
q = Va =- J (1.4-3)

1 2v

which is usually referred to as the cubic law (e.g., Witherspoon
et al., 1979). This relation is shown in Fig. 1.4-1. Note that
the cubic law assumes the constant b=1 and a=3 in this figure.
The above derivation refers to Newtonian fluids such as water in
which flow is not shear stress dependent.

Another general class of fluids in which the initiation of flow
is governed by the shearing stress exerted on the fluid is termed
a Bingham substance. Bingham materials, such as a cement grout
or thixotropic drilling fluids, exhibit viscoplastic behavior.
The viscoplastic fluid exhibits similar flow behavior to the New-
tonian fluid (i.e., flow linearly related to pressure gradient)
with the exception that no flow occurs until a threshold gradi-
ent, Jo is exceeded. The stresses applied to an element of fluid
between parallel plates are shown in Fig. 1.4-2. Summing the
forces on this element, one obtains:

JO a (1.4-4)
0a

which gives the threshold gradient, Jo, at which flow occurs (see
Fig. 1.4-3).
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The expression for the threshold gradient can also be obtained by
considering the equation for steady laminar flow of a Bingham
plastic in a circular pipe. This equation is known as Bucking-
ham's equation (Wilkinson, 1960):

2L a4 Ap
W 8L~ L 4 2 LI~y1

3L a AP
1
3

,4
L2Lry ]
a AP

(1.4-5)

where Q = volume rate of flow,

a = pipe radius,

ALP

tAP/L

- Bingham plastic viscosity,

= pressure gradient = J, and

y= yield stress.

q I

be Ce

12a

Jo _

Fig. 1.4-3 Flow-Gradient Relation for Bingham Fluid in UDEC
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From this expression, it can be seen that no flow occurs if the
pressure gradient J is zero or equals 2TY/a. It is not clear
from the equation what occurs at pressure gradients between zero
and 2¶y/a, but it is reasonable to assume that no steady flow oc-
curs within this range. Therefore, the threshold gradient, JO,
the gradient at which steady flow is possible, is given by

2TY

JO = a (1.4-6)

1.4.2.5 Application

The fluid flow logic is applicable to examination of fluid flow
through jointed rock in which the porous flow through the intact
material is considered negligible in comparison. Since thermal
buoyancy effects are not considered, isothermal flow is assumed.
The Newtonian fluid logic can be used for calculations of water
flow, whereas the Bingham (visco-plastic) fluid can be any mater-
ial which exhibits Newtonian flow after a threshold gradient has
been achieved. A large class of fluids used in geotechnical ap-
plications (grout, drilling mud, well treatment fluids) may be
applicable to this model.

1.4.2.6 Numerical Method Type

The fluid flow logic uses the same finite difference approach for
solution of the fluid equations. No new or unique numerical
methods are required in the problem solution.

1.4.2.7 Derivation of the Numerical Model

A fully-coupled mechanical-hydraulic analysis is performed, where
fracture conductivity is dependent on mechanical deformation and,
conversely, joint water pressures affect the mechanical computa-
tions. The numerical implementation makes use of the domain
structure shown in Fig. 1.3-2(e). For a closely- packed system,
there exists a network of domains, each of which is assumed to be
filled with fluid at uniform pressure and which communicates with
its neighbors through contacts. Fully-saturated conditions are
assumed. When gravitational loading is present, the effects of
the hydrostatic pressure are simulated by applying buoyancy
forces to the blocks. In this case, domain pressures equal the
total water pressure minus the hydrostatic pressure.
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When a pressure differential exists between adjacent domains,
flow will take place. The flow rate is calculated in two differ-
ent ways depending on the type of contact. For a point contact
(i.e., corner-edge or corner-corner), the flow rate is

q ' - kc Ap (1.4-7)

where kc is a contact permeability parameter.

When the contact possesses a length (i.e., an edge-edge contact),
a more realistic calculation is possible, based on the cubic law
of flow in fractures. The flow rate is then given by

q - kj a3 Ap / 1 (1.4-8)

where kj is a joint permeability factor,

a is the contact hydraulic aperture, and

1 is the contact length.

The hydraulic aperture is given, in general, by

a- ao + Aa (1.4-9)

where ao is the aperture at zero normal stress, and

Aa is the mechanical change in aperture due to the contact
normal displacement.'

A minimum value, ares, is 'assumed for the aperture, beyond which
mechanical closure does not affect the contact permeability.

At every time step, flow rates through all the contacts are cal-
culated based on these formulae. Then, domain-pressures are up-
dated, taking into account the net flow into the domain and pos-
sible changes in domain area due to the motion of the surrounding
blocks. The new domain pressure is
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P p 0o + Kw Q At/A - Kw AA/Am (1.4-10)

where po is the old domain pressure,

Q is the sum of flow rates into the domain from all
surrounding contacts,

Kw is the bulk modulus of fluid, and

AA A - AO , Am = (A + Ao)/2.

where A and AO are, respectively, the new and old
domain areas.

The new domain pressures are then added to the forces to be ap-
plied to the surrounding block edges. This process results in
effective normal stresses in all contacts and total stresses in-
side the impermeable blocks.

1.4.2.8 Location

The fluid flow logic is called from subroutine CYCLE. Fluid
pressure increments from domain volumetric strain is determined
in PPGEN, and fluid flow and pore pressure dissipation found in
PPDIS.

1.4.2.9 Numerical Stability and Accuracy

The numerical stability of the fluid flow algorithm, for slowly
varying domain areas, requires that the timestep be limited to

Atf = min [ Ai / ( Kw £ ki ) ] (1.4-11)

where the sum of ki is extended to all contacts surrounding the
domain, Ai, with

ki = max ( kc , kj a 3 / -) (1. 4-12)
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The minimum value of Atf for any domain is taken and, if less
than the mechanical timestep, is used in the analysis.
For joint contacts (edge-edge), the domain area is the product of
joint length and aperture. Because the minimum joint aperture is
ares, the domain area is always positive, even if the blocks are
overlapping. A minimum domain area can be set for computational
efficiency. Large contact permeabilities or very small domain
areas require very small timesteps. In addition, the fluid fill-
ing a joint increases the apparent stiffness by Kw/a. If a is
small, this may be much larger than the joint mechanical stiff-
ness and require the adjustment of the timestep. There are sev-
eral ways of reducing the run times of fluid flow analyses. The
use of density scaling of the blocks or the scaling of the bulk
modulus of the fluid can improve efficiency by producing mechani-
cal and hydraulic time steps of the same order of magnitude. In
many cases, only the final steady-state condition is of interest.
This condition does not depend on domain areas, and an equal area
can be used for all domains, which leads to faster convergence.
This scheme also eliminates the problem of the fluid stiffness
affecting the mechanical time step.

Problems containing joints of very different apertures generally
require a large number of timesteps for the steady-state condi-
tion to be reached. In many cases, the domain pressures change
very slowly, and their mechanical effects'are only felt after
several timesteps. A procedure to be used in such cases was de-
veloped in which several fluid flow timesteps are executed be-
tween mechanical timesteps. It is based on an adaptive procedure
which "triggers" an update of the mechanical quantities whenever
the maximum increment of pressure in any domain exceeds some pre-
scribed tolerance (PTOL, see Table 1.4-2).

1.4.2.10 Alternatives

No other fluid flow models exist within the UDEC code. The ex-
plicit solution algorithm is sufficiently general to allow inclu-
sion of other non-Newtonian fluid flow mechanisms.
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1.4.3 Heat Transfer and Thermal Stress Analysis

1.4.3.1 Purpose

The heat transfer and thermal stress coupling in UDEC was devel-
oped to allow examination of design and performance assessment
problems in underground nuclear waste repositories. As such, the
logic provides for application of exponentially-decaying flux and
volumetric heat sources as well as convective and radiative
boundary conditions. The logic is general, however, allowing a
variety of problems to be examined not strictly associated with
nuclear waste disposal.

The heat transfer logic may be coupled to the stress analysis
portion of the code to allow calculation of thermoelastic
stresses in the intact blocks. Since the body being modeled may
consist of intact blocks and fractures, the overall response of
the body may be non-linear depending on the failure properties of
the fractures.

1.4.3.2 Assumptions and Limitations

The following are the assumptions and limitations of the heat
transfer and stress-coupling logic in UDEC.

1. Heat flow within the body is modeled by conduction
only. The joints themselves have no effect on heat
transfer.

2. Heat flow may be isotropic or transversely iso-
tropic.

3. There is no coupling between the fluid flow and
heat transfer models.

4. The coupling of heat transfer and stress is in one
direction only, i.e., heat transfer properties are
not strain or pressure dependent, nor are the me-
chanical properties or failure characteristics tem-
perature dependent. There is no energy change in
the body as a function of strain or inertia.
Since UDEC runs in large deformation mode, the ge-
ometry of the blocks (and the finite difference
zones of which they are composed) is updated auto-
matically. There is, therefore, a possible small
geometric effect on heat transfer which can be mod-
eled by the code. This potential effect is consid-
ered to be very minor.
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5. Convective and radiative heat transfer mechanisms
are restricted to the surfaces and boundaries of
the problem.

The limitation that joints do not factor into the heat transfer
is not felt to be restrictive for geomechanical problems. Numer-
ous field experiments (e.g., Zimmerman et al., 1986) have shown
that jointing has little influence on the heat transfer proper-
ties of rock, and that in-situ thermal diffusivity varies, gener-
ally, by less than 10% of the laboratory-determined values.
Some uncertainty is also obviously associated with the choice of
the thermal and mechanical properties for the material. The
thermal model requires definition of the thermal conductivity
(isotropic or directional), specific heat, density and thermal
expansion coefficient. The required mechanical properties vary
depending upon the constitutive law used. Uncertainty occurs in
the definition of these properties, particularly the in-situ
Young's modulus.

Although the blocks are considered to be elastic in most coupled
thermal analyses, the Mohr-Coulomb plasticity model may be used
to allow yield in the intact material. The manner in which coup-
ling of the heat transfer and thermal logic is performed may af-
fect the accuracy of following non-linear material behavior.
Thermomechanical calculations are restricted to fully-deformable
blocks due to the need to calculate block expansions.

Finally, there is no thermal coupling in terms of energy change
due to mechanical deformations or mechanical accelerations due to
heating. In other words, the acceleration and resultant stress
changes of the body due to heating are negligible, as are the
temperature changes resulting from straining or acceleration of
the body.

1.4.3.3 Notation

Table 1.4-3 provides offsets and main common block variables for
properties and variables specific to the heat transfer logic.
Table 1.4-4 provides boundary and initial conditions variables
and control notation pertinent to the heat transfer logic.
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Table 1.4-3

HEAT TRANSFER THROUGH MODEL NOTATION

Variable Notation Comments Where
Found

Algebraic Computer

For Rigid or Simply
Deformable Blocks

Ti KBTEM Offset in block data array to Block data
to block centroid temperature array/UDECOM

ATi KBDT1 Offset in block data array to
block centroid temperature

1 change over preceding timestep

Cpm KBTHM Offset in block data array to
block centroid "thermal mass"

ZATi KBDTEM Offset in block data array to
accumulate block centroid
temperature change

For Fully-Deformable
Blocks

Ti KGTEMP Offset in gridpoint data array Gridpoint
for gridpoint temperature data array/

UDECOM

ATi KGDTEM1 Offset in gridpoint data array
array for gridpoint temperature
change over preceding timestep

1
- KTHMG Offset in gridpoint data array "
Cpm for gridpoint thermal mass
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Table 1.4-3
(continued)

Variable Notation Comments Where
Found

Algebraic Computer

For Fully-Deformable
Blocks

XATi KGDTEM Offset in gridpoint data array
for accumulated gridpoint tem-
perature change

Gridpoint
data array
UDECOM

Cp SPEC (i) Specific heat

XCOND (i)

YCOND (i)

THEXP (i)

X-direction thermal
conductivity

Y-direction thermal
conductivity I

Linear thermal expansion
coefficient

a

I,

At DELT

Ti KTEMP

ATi

1

Cpm

TATi

KDTEM1

KTHMA

KDTEM

Thermal timestep

Offset in corner data array
to corner temperature

Offset in corner data array
to corner temperature change
in one cycle

Offset in corner data array
to corner thermal mass

Offset in corner data array
to accumulated temperature
change

'I

'I

n

'I

It
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Table 1.4-4

HEAT TRANSFER MODEL CONTROL AND BOUNDARY CONDITION NOTATION

Variable Notation Comment Where Found

KBFIX Flag for fixed block Block data array
temperature UDECOM

KTHGF Flag for fixed gridpoint Gridpoint data
temperature array UDECOM

KTHPF Flag for fixed corner Corner data array
temperature UDECOM

NTHER Number of thermal cycles UDECOM
executed before switching
to mechanical cycles

NMECH Number of mechanical cycles UDECOM
executed when called from
thermal cycles
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1.4.3.4 Derivation

The heat transfer in UDEC is based on conductive transfer within
the medium with the provision for temperature, flux, convective
or radiative boundaries. The standard equations for transient
heat conduction can be found in many texts, such as Karlekar and
Desmond (1982), and are reviewed here. The basic equation of -
conduction heat transfer is Fourier's law, which can be written
in one dimension as

8T
Qx = - kx -*ax

(1.4-13)

where Qx = flux in the x-direction (W/m2), and

kx= thermal conductivity in the x-direction (W/m °C).

A similar equation can be written for Qy. Also, for any mass,
the change in temperature can be written as

aT Qnet

a-t ,CpM
(1.4-14)

where Qnet = net heat flow into mass (M),

Cp = specific heat (J/kg0C), and

M = mass (kg).

These two equations form the basis of the thermal logic in UDEC.
Equation (1.4-14) can be written as

aT- 1 r aQo _ a~y
a pt P L Ax+ ay .

(1.4-15)

where p is the mass density.
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Combining this with Eq. (1.4-13),

aT 1

t= cpp
a

a7x
[X aT ]kI ax a

+ -ay
- aT -
.IkYay .

(1.4-16)
1

PCp
Ekx + kl :eT

if kx and ky are constant. This is the standard two-dimensional
diffusion equation.

Temperature changes cause stress changes for fully-deformable
blocks according to the equation

bAil - i K J AT

where Aoij = change in it stress component,

8ij - Kronecker delta function,

1 0
K u 1dl

K - bulk modulus,

(1.4-17)

j - volumetric thermal expansion coefficient P, and

AT - temperature change.

Note that j = 3a, where a = linear thermal expansion coefficient.

The mechanical changes can also cause temperature changes as en-
ergy is dissipated in the system.
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1.4.3.5 Application

This model is'applicable to any general two-dimensional heat
transfer problem in which the assumptions and limitations apply.
Although the UDEC code'considers the material to be a-'discontin-
uum, the joints may be bonded, and the model will behave essen-
tially as-a continuum with the given constitutive law for therm-
omechanical simulations. The present version of the code does
not provide temperature dependency of the thermal or mechanical
properties, or time-dependent mechanical models.

1.4.3.6 Numerical Method Type

The model uses a standard finite difference approach to discreti-
zation of the two-dimensional diffusion equation. No new or
unique numerical techniques are used.

1.4.3.7 Derivation of Numerical Method

As described in previous sections,. UDEC allows the user the op-
tion of using rigid, simply-deformable or fully-deformable
blocks. The difference in these methods (for heat transfer cal-
culations) is the way in which the code treats internal block
discretizations. The fully-deformable blocks are automatically
discretized into a number of triangular finite difference zones
for mechanical calculations, whereas the rigid and simply-deform-
able are not. When conducting thermal analyses, UDEC uses the
existing triangular finite difference zones from fully-deformable
blocks (Fig. 1.4-4(a)l] or generates a thermal triangular zone
mesh within the blocks for rigid or simply-deformable blocks
(Fig. 1.4-4((b)-]. It has been found that more accurate results
are obtained when using fully-deformable blocks.
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(a) fully-aazormable blocks - extra triangular zones are formed
using contact points

RIGID BLOCK

(b) block centroids are used for rigid blocks

Fig. 1.4-4 Block Discretization for Heat Transfer Analysis
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Explicit Locic

At each timestep, Eqs. (1.4-13) and (1.4-14) are solved numeri-

cally, using-the following scheme.

1. In each triangle, (aT/ax) and (aTlay) are approximated using

the equation

aT 1

a Xi A j Tni ds

(1.4-18)

1 3 _ m m
a _ T Cij Ax

where A = area of the triangle,

nj = ith component of outward normal,

_m
T = average temperature on side m,

m:
Axj = difference in xj between ends of side m, and

Eij two-dimensional permutation tensor,

1 ]

The heat flow into each gridpoint of the triangle 
is calcu-

lated from

Fi =-AjQi (1.4-19)

where Ad I.s the width of the line perpendicular to the 
com-

ponent tit as shown in Fig. 1.4-5:

Ftotal Fx + F

AyQx + Ax Qy (1.4-20)
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k k
_ XAy

Fig. 1.4-5 Heat Flow Into Gridpoint k

2. For each gridpoint,

AT -net At (1.4-21)
CpM

where Qnet is the sum of Ftotal from all zones affecting
gridpoint i.

This scheme is explicit, so At is limited by numerical sta-
bility considerations. An implicit scheme is also avail-
able, and is described below.

Imiplicit Logic

The implicit thermal logic in UDEC uses the Crank-Nicholson
method, and the set of equations is solved by an iterative scheme
known as the Jacobi method. An implicit method is advantageous
for solving linear problems such as heat conduction with constant
conductivity, because it allows the use of much larger timesteps
than those permitted by an explicit method, particularly at later
times in a problem, when temperatures are changing slowly.

Theory

The usual one-dimensional explicit finite difference scheme for
'heat conduction can be written
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pCp

k.

Ti(t + At) - Ti(t)
=
Ti+l(t) - 2Ti(t) + Ti-let)

(Ax) 2
At

(1.4-22)

An implicit method can be derived by replacing the right-hand
side of Eq. (1.4-22) by the expression:

1 Ti+3 (t+&t) - 2Tj(t+At) + Tij.1(t+At)

2 &x(Ax)2

Ti- 1(t) - 2Ti t) + Ti- 1 t)
] (1.4-23)

(Ax) 2

This method, known as the Crank-Nicholson method, has the advan-
tage that it is stable for all values of At, but has the disad-
vantage of being implicit. This means that the temperature
change at any point depends on the temperature change at other
points. This can be seen by rewriting the implicit scheme as

XATi =

E Ti+1 + !ATi+1 - 2(Ti + 'ATi) + Ti-1 + !ATi l

( .AX) 2

(1.4-24)

since Tk(t + At) = Tk(t) + ATk. (1.4-25)

The implicit method requires that a set of equations be solved at
each timestep for the values of ATi.
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In matrix notation, the explicit method can be written as

AT - C T (1.4-26)

where C is a coefficient matrix,

;,is a vector of the temperatures, and

AT is a vector of the temperature changes.

The implicit scheme can be written as

AT - C(T + 'AT)
9 2 -

(1.4-27)

which can be rewritten as

(I - 2C)AT - C T
= ,2 =

(1.4-28)

where I is the identity matrix and we need to solve for AT at

each timestep.

The matrix
(I - 1 C)

2 =
(1.4-29)

is diagonally dominant and sparse, because only neighboring
points contribute non-zero values to C.
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This ret of equations is thus efficiently solved by an iterative
scheme. For ease of implementation as a simple extension of the
explicit method, the Jacobi method is used. For the NxN system
Ax = b, this can be written for the nth iteration as

) -bi -N
xi (n + 1) = -_

aii Jhi£14[ aijf
ai- xj()
aii I i - 1,2, . . . N

(1.4-30)

that is,

xi(n + 1) = - bi -J 1 aij xj(n) I+ xi (n) -(1.4-31)

In our case, this becomes,

A&Ti(n + 1) 1=[ Ni j
(1-1C- i J E1 i j 6 j C~)l~l

] + ATi(n)

[2ii [iij Tj + AT(n) - ATi(n) + ATi (n)
(1-!C ii) Jl2Jli 'T

(1.4-32)

This equation shows the analogy between the implicit scheme and
the explicit scheme which can be written as

:N
ATi E cij Tj (1.4-33)
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The amount of calculation required for each timestep is approxi-
mately n + 1 times that required for one timestep in the explicit
scheme, where n is the number of iterations per timestep. This
extra calculation can be more than offset by the much larger
timestep permitted by the implicit method. However, the implicit
scheme can give poor accuracy because it assumes that the temper-
ature change is a linear function of time in a single timestep,
which may not be accurate, especially when temperatures are
changing fast, as they generally do near the beginning of a run.

1.4.3.8 Location

The thermal calculations are initiated from subroutine MAIN.
Thermal timesteps are controlled from THCYC, and thermal stresses
calculated in TSTR. Thermal boundary conditions are handled in
APPTH and initial conditions in INITEM. Thermomechanical coup-
ling occurs in CYCLE.

1.4.3.9 Numerical Stability and Accuracy

Inaccuracy in the solution of coupled thermal and mechanical
problems can enter in four areas.

1. The thermal and mechanical models are effectively
decoupled, requiring the user to pre-define at what
time coupling is to occur. How often this coupling
is performed may determine the accuracy of the
method in defining the mechanical state for non-
linear material models.

2. The accuracy of the thermal problem as a result of
discretization density.

3. Inaccuracies inherent in the boundary conditions.

4. Constraints of the numerical method (implicit vs
explicit).

Coupling of the Thermal and Mechanical Models

The mechanical logic (the standard UDEC program) is used in the
thermomechanical program to take "snapshots" of the mechanical
state at appropriate intervals in the development of the transi-
ent thermal stresses. The procedure for coupling this logic with
the thermal logic is outlined in Fig. 1.4-6.
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-1. SETUP

. define problem geometry

. define material properties
- define thermal properties

-set boundary conditions (thermal and mechanical)
. set initial conditions (thermal and mechanical)-:-
. set any internal conditions, such as heat sources

2. CYCLE TO EQUILIBRATE MECHANICALLY

3. PERFORM ANY DESIRED ALTERATIONS such as
excavations

4. CYCLE TO EQUILIBRATE MECHANICALLY

REPEAT steps 3 and 4 until "initial" mechanical
state is reached for thermal analysis.

5. TAKE THERMAL TIMESTEPS until

(a) desired time is reached; or

(b) temperature increases cause "large"
out-of-balance forces in blocks.

6. CYCLE TO EQUILIBRATE MECHANICALLY

-REPEAT steps 5 and 6 until sufficient time has been
simulated.

REPEAT steps 3 to 6 as necessary.

Fig. 1.4-6 General Solution Procedure for Thermal-Mechanical
Analysis
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A difficulty associated with implementing this scheme lies in de-
termining the meaning of "large" in Step 5(b). An advantage of
explicit schemes is that the solution is reached in a physically
meaningful manner, which is important for non-linear constitutive
laws. In order to accomplish this in thermal analyses, the out-
of-balance force caused by the temperature changes should not be
allowed to adversely affect the accuracy of the solution. If the
analysis being performed is linear, no temperature increase will
be too great, and UDEC need only equilibrate when the simulation
time is such that a solution is required. For non-linear prob-
lems, experimentation is necessary to obtain a feel for what
"large" means in the particular problem being solved. This is
performed by trying different allowable temperature increases
when running the program.

For example, if decaying heat sources are being used, it could be
possible that the user should not attempt coupling until after
yield has occurred. In this case, poor results could be ob-
tained. The following is a suggested method for determination of
coupling frequency.

1. Save the mechanical equilibrium state reached by UDEC
(in case further trials are necessary).

2. Plot the stresses and shear displacements. If the
stresses are near yield, the thermal stresses caused by
the temperature changes should not be large. If the
stresses are far from yield, larger stresses can be
tolerated.

3. Run thermal steps until a particular temperature in-
crease is reported by the program.

4. Cycle mechanically to attain equilibrium.

5. Again, plot the stresses and shear displacements. If
the area where the stresses are at or near yield is not
much larger than at step 2 and the shear displacements
are not very different, the temperature increase allowed
was acceptable. If the changes are judged to be too
great, the run must be repeated with a smaller allowed
temperature change.

An important point to note is that the same temperature increase
is not necessarily acceptable for all times inma problem. While
the system is far from yield, large temperature increases will be
acceptable, but near yield only relatively small increases can be
tolerated.
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Inaccuracv due to Discretization

UDEC divides fully-deformable blocks into triangular zones for
mechanical calculations. For thermal calculations, the same
zoning is used, with the exception that the triangles are further
divided where the block is in contact with a corner on another
block [Fig. 1.4-4(a)].

Rigid and simply-deformable blocks are divided into triangles us-
ing the centroid' as a common vertex of all the triangles, with
the other vertices at the corner and at the contact with corners
on other blocks (Fig. 1.4-4(b)].

If the schemes outlinedfabove were used without modification, it
would be possible for very narrow triangles (such as those shown
in Fig. 1.4-7) to be formed.

A

B

Fig. 1.4-7 Zones Which May Cause. Inaccuracy

This causes inaccuracy and may also lead to-extremely small
thermal timesteps. To avoid this, it is important to not have
blocks with small zones neighboring on blocks with large zones or
large rigid blocks. The "thermal tolerance" option on the RUN
command should also be used to force points such as A and B, in
Fig. 1.4-7, to be treated as one for thermal calculations (see
Vol. 2, UDEC User's Manual, for details).
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Boundary Locations - When modeling an infinite region, it is ne-
cessary to truncate the UDEC grid far enough away from the region
of interest that the boundaries do not affect the solution. To
determine whether the boundaries are far enough away, the steps
.listed below should be followed. -

1. Let the boundary representing infinity be insulated
(the default boundary condition).

2. Solve the problem.

3. Examine the temperature changes on the boundary.

4. If the temperature changes are small, it is safe to
assume the boundary has a negligible effect. If
the temperature changes are not small, the boundary
is probably too close. To confirm this, or dis-
prove it, rerun the problem with the boundary tem-
peratures fixed at their initial values. If the
results are significantly different, the boundary
was too close.

Use of the Implicit Scheme

The advantage of an implicit method is that the timestep is not
restricted by numerical stability. The disadvantages are that:

(1) extra memory is required to use this method;

(2) a set of simultaneous equations must be solved at each
timestep; and

(3) larger timesteps may introduce inaccuracy.

These disadvantages must be kept in mind when deciding which
method to use. They are discussed below.

Memory Requirement

If an attempt is made to use the implicit method for too large a
problem (based upon memory limitations of the computer hardware),
an error message will be generated. The only way to avoid this
is to run a smaller problem or use the explicit method.
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Solvinc a Set of Ecuations

The set of equations to be solved at each timestep is solved
iteratively. Each iteration of the solution takes about the same
length of time as a single step of the explicit method. The'num-
ber of iterations depends on the timestep chosen and the particu-
lar problem being solved, but it is always at least 4. Thus, the
implicit-scheme offers an advantage over the explicit scheme only
if the timestep is much larger than that which the explicit
scheme would use. On the other hand, the iterative scheme does
introduce some restriction on the timestep. In general, a time-
step between 100 and 10,000 times that used by the explicit
scheme is satisfactory.

The program displays the iteration counter and a measure of con-
vergence (the residual) to the left of the timestep counter while
the implicit scheme is running. The user should check that the
number of iterations being taken is such that the implicit scheme
is indeed more efficient than the explicit scheme. If not,
switch to the explicit scheme or change the timestep. This
counter will also indicate if the method is not converging. If
the residual is increasing with successive iterations, the
method is not converging, and a smaller timestep must be used.

Inaccuracy Due to Large Timesteps

In the initial period of a solution, temperatures generally
change much faster than they do later. It therefore is appropri-
ate to use a smaller timestep or, more likely, the explicit meth-
od, initially, and then switch to the implicit method with larger
timestep later in the solution. Convergence of the solution gen-
erally occurs in fewer iterations at later timesteps.

Selecting the Implicit Method - From the above discussion, it
can be seen that the implicit method works best when used at late
times in the solution period, and only if the timestep can be in-
creased significantly over the one used by the explicit scheme.

1.4.3.10 Alternatives

Two alternative thermal solution methods were described: expli-
cit or implicit logic. The disadvantages of each were given.
One of the primary potential problems described was the possible
allowance of a large temperature change prior to mechanical coup-
ling.' It is always possible to eliminate this problem by allow-
ing very small temperature changes prior to coupling. The trade-
off here is that solution time will increase the more often coup-
ling occurs.
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1.4.4 Rock Support Models

1.4.4.1 Purpose

Rock support models are provided in UDEC to allow the user to
simulate interior support systems (concrete arches, shotcrete,
steel sets), as well as rock bolts or cable anchors (point -an-
chorage or grouted), or local reinforcement applied only over
joint surfaces. The bolts or cables may be fully or partially
grouted, tensioned or non-tensioned. The code simulates the re-
inforcing effects of the support to the surrounding rock mass,
allowing the user to determine the forces, moments and displace-
ments of the components.

1.4.4.2 Assumptions and Limitations

The modeling of the interaction of structural elements with sur-
rounding soil and rock is fairly well established (see, for exam-
ple, Monsees, 1977). The modeling of point-anchor bolts and
grouted cables and bolts is not as well developed theoretically.
Primary contributors in this field include St. John and Van
Dillen (1983); Donovan et al. (1984) and Lorig (1988). The be-
havior of bolts and cables is based primarily upon observations
of pull-tests in the laboratory or field. There have been few
successful programs of field instrumentation of bolts to deter-
mine full-scale in-situ response. Therefore, the reinforcement
logic used in UDEC must be considered experimental in nature.

The three basic rock reinforcement types include interior sup-
ports, local rock reinforcement (bolts) which resist shear defor-
mation at a discontinuity, as well as develop large axial forces,
and grouted cable elements which primarily transmit axial forces.
The assumptions of each model are described below.

Structural Elements for Interior Support

The interior support is modeled by connected beam elements which
have three degrees of freedom (2 displacements, 1 moment) at each
end node. An explicit solution scheme is used in which the mass
of each element is "lumped" at nodal points. Local stiffness
matrices are developed for each segment, and used to determine
forces in the structure. This formulation is useful in that dy-
namic analysis of structures can be accomplished without signif-
icant additional difficulty. Also, a shear and normal stiffness
interface can be placed between the structure and adjacent rock
mass to provide for slipping or bonded contacts. The structural
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elements are presently limited in the code to elastic behavior,
thus failure of the supports cannot occur. The explicit proce-
dure used, however, could allow non-linear models to be used
through code modification without significant difficulty.

Rockbolt - Local Reinforcement Model

The local reinforcement model applies shear and normal stiffness
across discontinuities only. Its limitation is that it neglects
internal deformation of the blocks in calculation of forces in
the bolts. It is therefore limited to circumstances in which the
deformations in the body can reasonably be assumed to occur along
its discontinuities. Reinforcement (i.e., rockbolts) has three-
dimensional geometry. The-two-dimensional model assumes that the
bolts are infinitely long in the plane perpendicular to the mod-
eled section. Thus, the reinforcing effect of the bolts is too
great unless corrections are applied. In general, bolts are
placed in a patterned manner,-using a fixed bolt geometry for a
given cross-section of a tunnel. The pattern is then spaced at a
specified interval down the length of the tunnel. A simple meth-
od for accounting for this non-continuous nature of the bolting
is to divide the material properties by the spacing, as described
by Donovan et al. (1984). This strength reduction method does
not apply well to spot or isolated bolting which is truly three-
dimensional.

Cable Anchor Reinforcement LoQic

This logic assumes that the reinforcing member has no lateral
(shear) restraint. This is true for cables or long thin bars, in
which the second moment of area is very small. 'The effects of-
grout surrounding the cables is taken into account along the en-
tire length of the cable. This means that axial restoring forces
developed in the cables and the shear forces in the grout are ap-
plied at internal gridpoint locations within the blocks them-
selves. Again, the primary assumption used is that the three-
dimensional effect of the cable reinforcement can be obtained in
a two-dimensional code by dividing all material properties by the
spacing of the cables in the plane perpendicular to the model.
As stated previously, the two-dimensional representation of bolt-
ing is limited to pattern bolting arrangements and is not partic-
ularly applicable to spot or isolated bolts.
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1.4.4.3 Notation

Tables 1.4-5, -6 and -7 give the relevant offsets to variables
and constants used in the structural element, local reinforcement
and cable reinforcing logic.

Table 1.4-5

STRUCTURAL ELEMENT MODEL NOTATION

Notation
Comment Where Found

Algebraic Computer

Ml KXDC Total moment, end 1 Offsets in structural
of element element array

M2 KYDC Total moment, end 2
of element

v KCS Total shear dis-
placement

u KCN Total axial dis-
placement

S XCFS Total shear force

T KCFN Total axial force n

E KCAP *Young's Modulus

I KCQ Second moment of
area

L KCL Length

A KGAM Area n
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Table 1.4-5
(continued)

Notation
Comment Where Found

Algebraic Computer -

x KX X-coordinate of Offset in structural
lumped mass element lumped mass

array

y KY Y-coordinate of
lumped mass

ux KXD X-velocity of
lumped mass

uy KYD Y-velocity of'
lumped mass

m KBM Mass

e KTD Angular velocity of
lumped mass

I KBI Dynamic moment of
inertia of mass

EFx KBFX X-force sum

EFy KBFY Y-force sum

EM KBFT Moment sum

fx KXL Applied x-force ,
to mass

fy KYL Applied y-force
to mass
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TABLE 1.4-6

LOCAL REINFORCEMENT MODEL NOTATION

Notation
Comment Where Found

Algebraic Computer

x KXC

y KYC

X-coordinate of
local reinforce-
ment

Y-coordinate of
local reinforce-
ment

Relative shear dis-
placement of joint
at reinforcement

Offset in local rein-
forcement array

'I

I,

I,
Us KCS

Un KCN

0 KCAP

Relative normal dis-
placement of joint
at reinforcement

Orientation of bolt
relative to joint

Total axial dis-
placement of bolt

Axial force on bolt

Uaxial KCQ

Fa KCL

Fs KGAM Shear force on bolt we
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Table 1.4-7

CABLE REINFORCING MODEL NOTATION

Notation
Comment Where Found-

Algebraic Computer

x

y

ux

KY

KXD

KYD

m

A

KBM

KAR~EA

X-coordinate of mass

Y-coordinate of mass

X-component of mass
velocity

Y-coordinate of mass
velocity

Mass

Cross-sectional area
of cable

X-component force sum

Y-component force sum

Applied loads in
x-direction

Applied loads in
y-direction

weighting factor #1

Weighting factor #2

Weighting factor #3

Offset in lumped mass
cable array

n

a,

ZFx

ZFy

fx

KBFX

KBFY

KXL

fy KYL

It

It

It

N

'I

vl

w2

w3

KTD

--- KBI

KBFT
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Table 1.4-7
(continued)

Notation -

Comment Where Found
Algebraic Computer

YIELD(I) Tensile force yield of In main common
cable bolts block UDECOM

YIELDC(I) Compressive force
yield of cable bolts

JKS AKSJ(I)* Shear stiffness of grout n

JCOH COHJ(I) on axial shear force for
grout cable or grout-
rock contact

*Note: The grout material is considered to be another material
model, and values describing stiffness and strength are stored in
material property arrays with other properties.

1.4.4.4 Derivation

Structural Elements

The structural element method is well documented in structural
engineering texts. The use of beam elements in 2-D linear analy-
sis of excavation support is reported by Dixon (1971), Brierley
(1977), among others. Paul et al. (1983) presents analysis using
beam elements which include non-linear behavior. Analysis of any
support structure is initiated by discretization of the structure
into a number of elements, the response of which to axial, trans-
verse and flexural loads can be represented in matrix form. Two
approaches to solution of the forces, displacements and moments
in the structure are possible. First, the individual stiffness
matrices for each beam element may be combined to form a global
stiffness matrix which is then inverted using an implicit solu-
tion procedure. In the second approach (used in UDEC), the indi-
vidual or "local" stiffness matrix of each element is maintained
with the mass of each element "lumped" at its adjacent nodal
points. The local stiffness matrix is used to derive the forces
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and moments in the structure, whereas the equations of motion are
used to define the displacement and rotation of each nodal mass.
The lumped masses are connected to the surrounding rock mass by
an interface with adjustable shear and normal stiffness (Fig.
1.4-8).

interface

excavation
periphery

lumped moss

structural element

Fig. 1.A-8 Lumped Mass Representation of Structure Used in
Explicit Formulation

III. L

v1 I,s V 2 ,S 2

U2 IT2
Us hTJ

I(9 7 -5. K- (9I 4,IV '~'
/~~~~~~

Fig. 1.4-9 Structural Element Sign Convention
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Figure 1.4-9 shows a representation of the structural elements as
used in UDEC. The mass of the elements (based on their density
and geometric properties) is divided among the-nodal points of
the element. The structural and geometric properties of the beam
itself are the Young's Modulus, E, the second moment of area (I),
the cross-sectional area, A, and the length, L. The displace-
ments and rotations of the masses are governed by the equation
of motion:

Fi
_t +aui - + gi (1.4-34)at m

where i - velocity component of the mass (i = 1,2),

Fi = sum of the forces acting on the mass,

gi = gravity acceleration,

m = mass of the node, and

a - viscous damping constant.

A similar expression can be obtained for the rotations of the
mass (e.g., Eq. 1.3-14). The interaction of the mass with the
surrounding rock mass is controlled by the stiffness of the con-
tact between them:

AFn KnAun
(1.4-35)

AF8 = KSAUS

where Knt Ks are the normal and shear stiffness of the contact.

The displacements of the nodal masses may be resolved into com-
ponents normal and axial to the beam element as shown in the pre-
vious figure. The local stiffness matrix which describes the re-
lation of force and moment in the element to the displacement and
rotation of the nodes is given by:
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S. : ~A SYM. 0 V, .
121

SI= E O Q 41 2L

T 2 L -A A U2

S2 o ~~~~121 61 121S 2 ° L-L° 2 - V 2

M2 0 - 61 21 061 82 ::LL

where vi are the thrust forces at each node,

Si are the shear forces at each node,

Mi are the moments at each node,

ui are the axial displacements at each node,

vi are the shear displacements at each node, and

ei are the rotations at-each node.

The solution methodology is discussed in Section 1.4.4.6.

Local Reinforcement

The reinforcement model presented here uses simple force-
displacement relations to describe both shear and axial behavior
of the reinforcement element. Large.shear displacements are ac-
counted for by assuming simple geometric changes develop locally
in the reinforcement near a discontinuity. The resultant repre-
sentation is most applicable to cases-where deformation -of indi-
vidual rock blocks may be neglected in comparison with deforma-
tion of the reinforcing system. In such cases, attention may be
focused reasonably on the effect of reinforcement near discon-
tinuities.
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Axial Behavior

Historically, testing of rock reinforcement has focused on pull-
out tests for two reasons:

(1) ease of experimentation and interpretation or re-
sults; and

(2) provision of axial restraint (the main function of
reinforcement in the prevailing conceptual models).

Consequently, a relatively good understanding of axial force-dis-
placement relations has been achieved. The axial force-displace-
ment relation used in the representation of rock reinforcement
considered here is shown in Fig. 1.4-10.

TENSION

AXIL s~~~~~~~~~I L

' / n

I ~~~~I

/ H~~~~~I

/

Fig. 1.4-10 Axial Behavior of Reinforcement System
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Figure 1.4-10 indicates an identical response in tension and com-
pression. This may. not be the'case for all reinforcing systems.
The explicit formulation used in the distinct element method al-
lows any force-displacement relation to be incorporated in the
numerical scheme. In particular, for a specific reinforcement
problem,. .the results of pull-out tests may be used to define the
exact force-displacement relation to be used. If these results
are not available, the force-displacement relation may be defined
by a continuously-yielding model. The yield model used in the
present study is a continuous, non-linear, force-displacement al-
gorithm written in terms of the axial stiffness, the ultimate ca-
pacity, and a yield function. The yield function describes the
force-displacement path followed in approaching the ultimate ca-
pacity.

The following theoretical expression given by Gerdeen et al.
(1977) may be used to estimate the axial stiffness, Ka, for
fully-bonded solid reinforcing elements:

Ka = kd1 (1.4-36)

where d1 = reinforcement diameter,,

1
k [- GgEb/(d2/dl-1)1l/ 2,

Gg = grout shear modulus,

-Eb= Young's modulus of reinforcement material, and

d2 = hole diameter.

Comparisons with finite element analyses (Gerdeen et al., 1977),
as well as limited comparisons with laboratory data for this in-
vestigation, indicate that Eq. (1.4-36) tends to slightly over-
estimate axial stiffnesses.

The ultimate axial capacity of the reinforcement depends on a
number of factors, including strength of the reinforcing element,
bond strength, hole roughness, grout strength, rock strength, and
hole diameter. In the absence of results of physical tests, em-
pirical relations may be used to estimate the ultimate anchorage
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strength Pult. One such relation for resin-grouted reinforcement
is given by Littlejohn and Bruce (1975):

Pult = 0.1 %c Xd2 L (1.4-37)

where ac - uniaxial compressive strength of the host rock
material; and

L - bond length.

Shear Behavior

Recognition that reinforcement also acts to modify the shear
stiffness and strength of discontinuities has led to laboratory
shear testing of reinforced discontinuities.

Experimental results and theoretical investigations indicate that
shearing along a. discontinuity induces bending stresses in the
reinforcement that decay very rapidly with distance into the rock
from the shear surface. Typically, within one to two reinforcing
element diameters, the bending stresses are insignificant.

The shear force-displacement relation used in the present study
is shown in Fig. 1.4-11. The figure shows representative re-
sponses for reinforcement at various attitudes with respect to
the traversed discontinuity and direction of shear. Each curve
is characterized by a continuously-yielding model defined by a
shear stiffness, an ultimate strength, and a yield function.

If the results of physical tests are not available, the shear
stiffness, Ks, may be estimated using the following expression
from Gerdeen et al. (1977):

Ks = Eb I p3 (1.4-38)

where 1 = 'K/(4EbI)11/ 2,

K - 2Eg/(d2/d-1),

I = second moment of area of the reinforcement element, and

Eg - Young's modulus of the grout.
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I a_

I

an

Fig. 1.4-11 Shear Behavior of Reinforcement System

Empirical max relations can be used to estimate the maximum shear
force, Fstb, for a reinforcement element at various orienta-
tions with respect to a transgressed discontinuity and direction
of shear. For example, Bjurstrom (1979) used the results of
shear tests of ungrouted reinforcement perpendicular to a discon-
tinuity in granite to develop the following expression:

max
Fs,b ' 0.67 d12 (bscc)1/2 (1.4-39)

where Ob = yield strength of reinforcement.

In their assessment of maximum shear resistance, St. John and Van
Dillen (1983) apply the results of Azuar et al. (1979). The lat-
ter found that the maximum shear force was about half the product
of the uniaxial tensile strength of the reinforcement and its
cross-sectional area, for reinforcement perpendicular to the dis-
continuity. The force increased to 80-90% of that product for
reinforcement inclined with the direction of shear. Shear dis-
placements causing rupture were reported after approximately two
reinforcement diameters for the perpendicular case and one diame-
ter for the inclined case. St. John and Van Dillen interpret
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differences between strength and amount of displacement before
rupture in terms of the extent of crushing of rock around the re-
inforcement.

max
In the present formulation, the maximum shear force, Fsbt for
various orientations was calculated from the expression:

max maxr1
Fsjb Fs 1 + [sign(costOAus)*cos(0O)]j/2 (1.4-40)

where Fs X d12 "b/4,

Aus - incremental change in shear displacement
(see Fig. 1.4-12), and

sign(cos@OAus) assigns the sign of Aus to cos(9O).

max
It is seen that the maximum shear force, FSb, decreases from a
maximum at

max
~0 00 to 50% of Fs at 00 = 900

which is consistent with the results of Azuar et al. (1979).
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OiCIRtIN OF
S)ICARIUG

Fig. 1.4-12 Assumed Reinforcement Geometry After Shear Displace-
ment, Aus

Cable Reinforcing Model

In assessing the support provided by rock reinforcement, it is
often necessary to consider not only the local restraint provided
by reinforcement where it crosses discontinuities but also re-
straint to intact rock which may experience inelastic deformation
in the failed region-surrounding an excavation. The model de-
scribed in the previous section considers only the local re-
straint provided by the reinforcement at discontinuities. Such a
formulation is most applicable to hard rock situations in which
the bonding agent (e.g., epoxy resin) is capable of developing
very large axial forces in the reinforcement over relatively
short distances. However, in many instances, it is necessary to
consider more than just the local effect of the reinforcement
-its presence in resisting deformation must be accounted for
along its entire length. Such situations arise in modeling in-
elastic deformations associated with failed rock and/or reinfor-
cement systems (e.g., cable bolts) in which the bonding agent
(grout) may fail in shear over some length of the reinforcement.
The numerical formulation for rock reinforcement which accounts
for inelastic deformation of the intact rock and shear behavior
of the grout annulus is described here.
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Axial Behavior

The axial behavior of conventional reinforcement systems may be
assumed to be governed entirely by the reinforcing element it-
self. The reinforcing element is usually steel and may be either
a bar or cable. Because the reinforcing element is slender, it
offers little bending resistance (particularly in the case of
cable), it is treated as a one-dimensional member subject to uni-
axial tension or compression. A one-dimensional constitutive
model is adequate for describing the axial behavior of the rein-
forcing element. In the present formulation, the axial stiffness
is described in terms of the reinforcement cross-sectional area
and Young's modulus, E. At present, the reinforcement has lim-
ited tensile and compressive capacity (Fig. 1.4-13). A more rig-
orous approach incorporating kinematic hardening is possible with
little increase in computational effort.

Yield

Axial Stress
In Elementi

Axial Strain
In an Element

Fig. 1.4-13 Constitutive Behavior of the Reinforcing Element in
-Axial Tension
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In evaluating the axial forces developed in the reinforcement,
displacements are computed at nodal points along the axis of the
reinforcement as shown in Fig. 1.4-14. Out-of-balance forces at
each nodal point are computed from axial forces in the reinforce-
ment as well as shear forces contributed through the grout annu-
lus. Axial displacements are computed based on integration of i
Newton's Second Law of Motion using the computed out-of-balance-
axial force and a mass lumped at each nodal point.,

REINFORCING
ELEMENT (STEEL)

GROUT ANNULUS

EXCAVATION

AXLUL STFFN£ESS1OF STEE
- REIFORr.EMENT,,--' (COHESIVE STRENGTH

NODAL POINT O GROU)

SHEAR STFFNESS
OF GROUT

Fig. 1.4-14 Conceptual Mechanical Representation of Fully-Bonded
Reinforcement Which Accounts For Shear Behavior of
the Grout Annulus
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Shear Behavior of Grout Annulus

The shear behavior of the grout annulus is represented at a
spring slider system located at nodal points shown in Fig. 1.4-
14. The shear behavior of the grout annulus during relative dis-
placement between the reinforcing/grout interface and the grout/
rock interface is described numerically by the grout shear stiff-
ness. Figure 1.4-15 shows the assumed stress-strain behavior of
bond of grout to its neighbors. A standard Mohr-Coulomb relation
is used. Numerical estimates for this parameter can be derived
from an equation describing the shear stress at the grout/rock
interface (St. John and Van Dillen, 1983):

Gg ub-uor
'9P - *gu - U (1.4-41)

(D/2+t) ln(1+2t/D)

where ub - axial displacement of the bolt,

Ur - axial displacement of the grout/rock interface,

Gg = grout shear modulus,

D - bolt diameter, and

t annulus thickness.

Consequently, the required grout shear stiffness (JKS) per unit
problem thickness is simply given by

2% Gg
JKS = (1.4-42)

ln (1+2t/D)

In the present formulation, the maximum amount of shear strength
in the grout annulus is limited to a value I eak. The peak shear
strength used may be estimated from the results of pull-out tests
or, should such results not be available, the peak strength may
be estimated as (St. John and Van Dillen, 1983):

T½eak - 9 (D +2t) 'V OB (1.4-43)
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where %I is approximately one-half of the uniaxial strength of-
the weaker of the rock and grout, and

QB is the quality of the bond between the grout and rock
(QB - 1 for perfect bonding).

The maximum shear force (JCOH) per unit problem thickness is,
therefore, given by

JCOH - X (D+2t) speak (1.4-44)

Max shear force, JCOH

F5. ~ ~ JK
unit cable length

6 shear
(relative displacement of grout

and surrounding rock mass)

Fig. 1.4-15 Shear Behavior of the Grout Annulus

1.4.4.5 Application

The structural element logic is applicable whenever a continuous
tunnel lining is used, e.g., concrete arch, shotcrete, regularly
spaced steel sets, etc. The local reinforcing logic is applica-
ble where rockbolts are used in hard rock where internal block
deformations are minor, and displacement is localized on fracture
planes. The cable reinforcing logic is best applied where long,
thin bolts or cables are used which are grouted or end anchored,
and/or where the internal deformations of the rock blocks may be
significant. The cable reinforcing logic can only be used with
the fully-deformable block option. There is no provision for
thermal expansion or heat transfer by the structural supports.
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1.4.4.6 Numerical Method TyPe

The structural logic uses the same explicit time-stepping algo-
rithm as the basic mechanical logic in UDEC. No new or unique
numerical methods are necessary.

1.4.4.7 Derivation of the Numerical Model

Structural Elements

The structural elements utilize the "lumped" mass approach de-
scribed previously. As a result of this approach, the structural
element nodes act essentially as any other free block in the
body: each mass is subject to out-of-balance forces and moments
relative to its neighboring masses. This methodology is simple
in that it eliminates the need to solve systems of equations at
each time step in the explicit solution procedure. The mass rep-
resenting the structure is connected via shear and normal stiff-
ness to the rock mass. A calculation point (which may be a grid
point) is established at the rock boundary adjacent to the mass
location. The following calculation steps are used during a
typical explicit time step to define the interaction of the sup-
port and rock mass.

1. The displacement of the calculation point in the
rock mass is determined relative to the motion of
the mass (from the previous time step), as are the
corresponding shear and normal forces (Fn, Fs) ex-
erted from rock to the mass via the interface
stiffnesses.

2. The axial (Fa) and shear (Ws) forces and moments
(M) exerted on the mass by the structural elements
themselves are determined based on the local stiff-
ness matrix described previously:

(F} - (K(8() (1.4-45)

wT (
where [F) - S ,

-M-
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and {6} = v ]

3. A summation of forces -and--moments-is performed at
the mass and Newton's law of motion is applied to
determine the velocity and rotation of the mass,
and its new location for the given time step. In
finite difference form, this is given by:

(t+At/2) . (t-At/2) EFi(t)
uj =Ui + (+ gj)At

m

(1.4-46)

(t+At/2) e (t-At/2) -M(t)e =0~~ EMt t

where ui velocity components of mass,

0 = angular velocity of mass,

At = time increment,

I = moment of inertia of mass, and

m = lumped mass.

The superscript terms in parentheses refer to times
used in the central differencing scheme. Incremen-
tal block movements are determined by multiplying
velocities in Eq. (1.4-46) by the time increment,
At.

4. Steps 1 - 3 are repeated for each time step until
equilibrium or the desired real time period has
elapsed.
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Local Reinforcement

Laboratory tests of fully-grouted untensioned reinforcement in
good quality rocks with one discontinuity indicate that strains
in the reinforcement are concentrated across the discontinuity
[Bjurstrom (1979) and Pells (1974)]. This observation forms the
basis of the numerical description of the behavior of rock rein-
forcement used here. The model assumes that, during shear dis-
placement along a discontinuity, the reinforcement deforms as
shown in Fig. 1.4-12. The short length of reinforcement which
spans the discontinuity and changes of orientation during shear
displacement is referred to as the active length. The assumed
geometric changes were originally suggested in a derivation by
Haas (1976) for conventional point-anchored reinforcement and
adopted by Fuller and Cox (1978) in considering fully-grouted
reinforcement.

In the model, it is assumed that the active length changes orien-
tation only as a direct geometric result of shear and normal dis-
placements at the discontinuity. Methods for estimating the ac-
tive length are presented in the next section. The model may be
considered to consist of two springs located at the discontinuity
interface and oriented parallel and perpendicular to the rein-
forcement axis, as shown in Fig. 1.4-16(a). Following shear dis-
placement, the axial spring is oriented parallel to the active
length, while the shear spring remains perpendicular to the ori-
ginal orientation, as shown in Fig. 1.4-16(b). Similar geometric
changes follow displacements normal to the discontinuity.

The force-displacement relations described previously are used to
determine forces arising in the springs from incremental dis-
placements of end points of the active length.
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Axiat Spring

Giscontlnuityta
a)-

Shear Spring Direction of A us

/~ ~
ShearAxilngrng(b

_________ Wiscontinuity

Shear Spring

Fig. 1.4-16 Orientation of Shear and Axial Springs Representing
Reinforcement Prior To and After Shear Displacement

In computing the incremental axial displacement of the active
length, it is necessary to account for crushing of the grout and/
or rock near the discontinuity as shear displacement causes the
reinforcement to bear against one side of the hole. In the pre-
sent model, a reduction factor, rf, is applied to incremental ax-
ial displacements arising from changes in orientation of the ac-
tive length to account for the crushing.- The reduction factor is
computed from the following expression:

rf4= lUaxiall (us2 + Un2 )-1/2 (1.4-47)

where uaxial = summation of axial displacement increments
(i.e., discontinuity displacement increments
resolved at each configuration in the direction
of the active length),

US total discontinuity shear-displacement, and

Un = total discontinuity normal displacement.
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Note that no reduction (rf = 1.0) is applied for cases in which
there is no change in orientation of the active-length.

Resultant shear and axial forces are resolved into components
parallel and perpendicular to the discontinuity, as shown in
Figs. 1.4-17(a) and (b). Forces are then applied to the neigh-
boring blocks.
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Fig. 1.4-17 Resolution of Reinforcement Shear and Axial Forces
Into Components Parallel and Perpendicular to
Discontinuity

Both shear and axial force-displacement relations employ a con-
tinuously-yielding model. The yield model for shear behavior is
described in incremental form by the expression:

AF5 = KS IAUs If(Fs) (1.4-48)

where Al3 is an incremental change in shear force,

Aus is an incremental change in shear displacement,
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Ks is the shear stiffness, and

f(Fs) is a function deicribing4the-path by which the shear
force, Fs, approaches the ultimate or bounding shear

max
force Fs,,b-

In the present formulation, the function

max Fs axFmax ma-
f(F5) = IFsb - FsI(Fsb - s)/(Fsib) (1.4-49)

is used to represent the yield curve. -From Eq. (1.4-48), the
shear force "seeks" the bounding force in an asymptotic manner.
An identical yield function involving axial forces'is used to de-
scribe axial behavior.

Estimation of Active Length

An estimate of the active length is required to define the as-
sumed local deformation illustrated in Fig. 1.4-12.: It has been
shown that-the active length extends approximately one to two re-
inforcing element diameters either side of the discontinuity. In
the absence of experimental data, results of theoretical analysis
may be used to define the active length. For example, in defin-
ing the elastic shear stiffness, Ks, Gerdeen et al. (1977) also
determine a quantity, L, called the load transfer length, or "de-
cay length". If Pmax is the proportion of maximum-deflection in-
the reinforcement, the relation between it and the load transfer
length may be expressed by

e~fiL = Pmax - (1.4-50)

For example, the point at which the deflection decays to 5% of
its maximum value is

= 0.05
or (1.4-51)

LX VP

This approach was developed for reinforcement oriented perpen-
dicular to the shear plane.
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Dight-(1982) presents a theoretical analysis for determining the
distance from the shear plane to maximum moment which corresponds
with the location of the plastic hinge in the reinforcement ele-
ment. This approach places no restrictions on the orientation of
the reinforcement with respect to the shear plane. A significant
result of this analysis is that the distance of the plastic hinge
from the shear plane does not appear to vary greatly with shear
displacement, especially for displacements greater than 10 mm
(0.4 in.) for typical reinforcement systems. This observation is
ir agreement with the assumed geometry changes described earlier.

Cable Reinforcement

As in the structural element logic, the mass of the cable ele-
ments is lumped at nodal points, and an explicit time stepping
algorithm is used for problem solution. The primary difference
here is that the masses representing the cables lie within the
triangular finite difference zones which compose a block. Figure
1.4-18 shows a typical triangular constant-strain finite differ-
ence zone with the intersecting cable element represented by the
mass lumped at the reinforcement nodal point. A set of weighting
factors, W1, W2 and W3 are used to linearly interpolate either
the response at the finite difference gridpoints to the struc-
tural nodal points, or vice versa. The weighting factors are
given by:

Wi - Ai/EAi (1.4-52)

where Ai Ui - 1,2,3) are the areas of the three subtriangles
formed by connecting the finite difference gridpoints to the re-
inforcement nodal point. The calculation scheme is as follows:
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gridpoint

constant strain
finite difference -
triangle

_ - .

_ _

3

reinforcement nodal point

(a) typical reinforcing element passing through a triangular zone

2

3
1

(b) areas used in determining weighting factors used
displacement of grout/rock interface

to compute

Fig. 1.4-18 Geometry of Triangular Finite Difference Zone and
Transgressing Reinforcement Used in Distinct Element
Formulation
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1. Determine displacement components at the finite
difference nodal points, and interpolate them to
the reinforcement node location using equations of
the form:

r 3
=u Zi~ WjAujif J=1,2 (1.4-53)

r
where Auj

i
Auj

- J-displacement component at the rein-
forcement node,

- j-displacement component at the 3
surrounding finite difference points,
and

Wi - the weighting factors.

r
Components Auj are resolved to find the displace-
ment parallel to the reinforcement.

2. The axial force induced in the bolt or cable is
calculated from the shearing forces exerted on the
grout from the surrounding rock. As shown in the
previous section, the shear stress at the grout/
rock interface is given by:

Gy ub-ur
TG '

(D/2+t) 1n (1+2t/D)
(1.4-54)

where ub is the bolt axial displacement from the
previous time step. The relative rock displacement
is interpolated from the surrounding gridpoints as
shown above. The shear stress, TG is limited to a
peak strength, speakr where speak is estimated
from:

speak = Z(D + 2t),1 QB (1.4-55)
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-.as shown in Section 1.4.3.4. TG is forced to lie
along the value of speak if, at any time, the value
of IG attempts to be greater than speak.

3. The total axial forcesin the reinforcing bar are
determined by summing the grout shear component
with that determined from the application of the
law of motion to the mass lumped at the nodal
point:

Aub AE
AFa (1.4-56)

L-

where AFa - incremental axial force in the bolt,

Aub = bolt displacement form previous time-
step,

A - cross-sectional area of bolt,

E = Young's modulus of bolt, and

L length of the bolt element. -

The sum of forces will be used at the end of the
calculation cycle to determine the displacement of
the reinforcing node by integration of the law of
motion.

4. The forces generated at the grout rock interface
are applied-back to the surrounding finite differ-
ence gridpoints using the interpolation formulae:

Fil Wi Fip i 1 ,2

Fi2 W2 * Fip (1.4-57)

Fi3 = W3 * Fip
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where Fip - force component generated at the grout-
rock interface at node, and

Wj - weighting functions.

5. Continue timestepping.

1.4.4.8 Location

The calculation of support-structure interaction is called from
subroutine CYCLE. The law-of motion for the lumped masses is
found in routine LMTION. The structural and cable force and mo-
ment determination are called from RESCN. The relative veloci-
ties of blocks and reinforcement are found in RECVEL and RVELCB.
The force displacement calculations occur in REFORD and RVELCB.
The actual structural element stiffness formulation is controlled
by STRUCT, the local stiffness constitutive model in CLJ6 and the
cable bolt formulation in RVELCB.

1.4.4.9 Numerical Stability and Accuracy

Since the structural element and reinforcement logic use the same
basic explicit logic as the remainder of the code, the properties
and geometry of the elements enters into the determination of the
timestep required for numerical stability. The stable timestep
for the structural elements is found from the following.

1. The structural element timestep is determined by cal-
culating the minimum of the structural mass and inter-
face stiffness timesteps as follows:

Ats - 2.0*frac* (mmin/akemax)1/2 (1.4-58)

where Ats - structural element timestep,

frac - user-definable fraction of critical timestep,

mmin a minimum structure lumped mass, and

akemax - maximum stiffness of the structure determined
from maximum of (akax, akes)
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_AE
where: akax = - axial stiffness,

L

12EI
akes - = bending stiffness,

L3 -

Ati = 2.0*frac* (mmin/akimax) (1.4-59)

where akimax = minimum of the normal and shear
stiffness of the structure.

2. Local Reinforcement Model

The maximum local reinforcement stiffness is considered
a block interface stiffness and is used in the block and
zone time step calculations described in Section 1.3.

3. Cable Reinforcement

The cable reinforcement uses the same logic for calcula-
tion of minimum time step as the structural elements
given above with two exceptions. The bending stiffness
is not taken into account since the cables are assumed
to have no lateral rigidity, and the shear stiffness of
the grout is used rather than the interface stiffness in
determination of maximum stiffness.

1.4.4.10 Alternatives

No specific alternative models for rock support exist within the
UDEC code.
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1.4.5 Boundary Element Far-Field Coupling

1.4.5.1 Purpose

Many problems in geomechanics involve the examination of under-
ground excavations of surface structures in which boundaries of
the problems must be considered infinite. Figure 1.4-19 illus-
trates the infinite boundaries for typical surface and under-
ground problems.

Half - Plane Inflnke Boundary

Fig. 1.4-19 Typical Geotechnical Problems in Which Infinite
Boundaries Occur.

To accurately model infinite boundaries, UDEC (as well as most
finite element or finite difference codes) requires that the
boundaries of the model be placed at sufficient distance from the
excavation or point of load application to eliminate boundary ef-
fects. This is generally accepted to be on the order of 7 to 10
radii of the excavation or disturbance. Unfortunately, represen-
tation of infinite boundaries requires a significant number of
elements, resulting in additional solution time. To reduce the
need for additional elements to represent infinity, UDEC allows
boundary elements to be coupled to the outer boundaries of the
distinct element blocks to represent the infinite elastic region.
This can significantly reduce the required solution time.
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1.4.5.2 Assumptions and Limitations

The boundary element coupling requires-the following.assumptions
and limitations.

1. The far field rock mass response is isotropic-
elastic.

2. The radius of boundary elements from excavations
must be beyond the zone of yield of intact rock or
joint slip. If not, accurate solution of failure
cannot be ensured.

3. The problem to be analyzed must involve a free sur-
face (half-plane) or an infinite region in all di-
rections.

4. Boundary elements are restricted to the exterior of
the grid only.

1.4.5.3 Notation

The boundary element control information and parameters are found
in several locations in the code: (1) boundary corner array,
which is combined with other linked lists to form the main pro-
gram array; (2) main program common block UDECOM; and (3) the
boundary element common block BECOM. The boundary corner offsets
are given in Table 1.4-8 and the parameters from the common
blocks in Table 1.4-9.

Table 1.4-8

-NOTATION FOR BOUNDARY ELEMENT COUPLING -
OFFSETS IN BOUNDARY CORNER LINKED LIST NOTATION

Offset Command Where Found

KBDX (-2) Type of boundary in x UDECOM

KBDY (-2) Type of boundary in y .UDECOM

KBEN Pointer to boundary-
element node 1 UDECOM

KBEN2 -- Pointer to boundary UDECOM
element node 2
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Table 1.4-9

NOTATION FOR BOUNDARY ELEMENT COUPLING PARAMETERS
FOUND IN COMMON BLOCKS

Notation
Comment Where Found

Algebraic Computer

NBEN

LKPNT

NPOIN

NDOFN

NBELM

NGAUS

IHALF

Number of BE nodes

Pointer to BE
stiffness matrix

Number of BE nodes

Number of BE degrees
of freedom

Number of BE

Number of interpo-
lation points

Half-plane solution
indicator

UDECOM - Main Common

UDECOM - Main Common

BECOM - BE Common

n

I,

'I

n

IBEFIX

XFIX1

YFIX1

XFIX2

YFIX2

AYFIX

AXFIX

E EMOD

Fixed point indicator

Fixed point coordinates

Fixed point coordinates

Fixed point coordinates

Fixed point coordinates

Fixed point translation

Fixed point translation

Young's modulus of far
field

'I

I,

'I

'I

N

I'

'I

I,
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Table 1. 1.4-9
(continued)

Notation
Comment Where Found

Algebraic Computer

NU Poisson's ratio of BECOM - BE Common
far field

Pxx PXX Initial stresses

Pyy PYY Initial stresses

Pxy PXY Initial stresses

GPF(5) Gauss interpolation-
parameters

RWF(5) Gauss interpolation
parameters

SGPF(5) Gauss interpolation
parameters

SHF(5) Gauss interpolation
parameters
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1.4.5.4 Derivation

Boundary Element Method*

The boundary element method is an integral method of analysis which
is often used to compute the-distribution of total stresses and in-
duced displacements around underground excavations. A characteris-
tic of integral methods is that the problem is specified and solved
exclusively in terms of surface values of problem parameters of
traction and displacement. Thus, the size of the numerical problem
is related to the surface area of excavations resulting in a sig-
nificant advantage in computational efficiency, compared with dif-
ferential methods. Since discretization errors in this method are
confined to the boundaries and fully continuous variation of stress
and displacement in the problem domain are assured, the accuracy is
potentially greater than that of differential methods. In addi-
tion, since the outer boundary of the problem domain is defined ar-
bitrarily in differential methods, the boundary element method is
better suited for problems involving infinite or semi-infinite
regions. On the other hand, boundpry element formulations exploit
the principle of superposition and thus they are applicable to only
linear elastic or at least piece-wise linear elastic material be-
havior. Differential formulations are better adapted to deal with
material non-linearities.

Boundary element formulations for two- and three-dimensional elas-
todynamics have been presented by numerous authors (Crouch, 1976;
Lachat and Watson, 1976; Brady and Bray, 1978; Brady, 1979; Watson,
1979; Crouch and Starfield, 1983). The literature appears to be
equally divided between two alternative formulations, indirect and
direct. Both formulations use known fundamental solutions that
satisfy the governing equations of the domain. Indirect formula-
tions solve first for unknown intensity of singularities that
satisfy specified boundary conditions. The unspecified boundary
parameters are then computed from the singular solutions. Direct
formulations use the reciprocal theorem to develop a system of
boundary integral equations which directly relate specified bound-
ary parameters to unspecified boundary parameters. Consequently,
the unknowns in the system are the actual displacements or trac-
tions at the boundary. The following description of the boundary
element formulation is based on that by Brady and Wassyng (1981).

*This discussion is taken from Lorig (1984).
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Betti's Reciprocal Theorem

Direct boundary integral formulations in elastostatics are based on
a theorem in linear elasticity known as Betti's reciprocal work
theorem. (See for example, Love (1944) or Sokolnikoff (1956)).
This theorem combines-the solutions to two different boundary-value
problems shown in Fig. 1.4-20._ In the first problem (a), the-sur-
face S is subject to induced tractions tx, t7,didtied dis-
placements, ux and uv at any point on S. This problem represents
the problem to be soblved. In the second problem (b), an x-direc-
tional unit lad ig applied at point i on the surface S, inducing
tractions TxXl T x1 and displacements UXxi U x1 at a specific
point on S. In this problem, Txx etc. represent known solutions
to the problem of concentrated force applied to the interior of an
elastic body and are referred to as fundamental solutions or kernel
functions.

A ds -Ur,~U x

(GI LOAD CASE I (b) LOAD CASE If

Fig. 1.4-20 Load Cases Used in Boundary Element Formulation
Using Betti's Reciprocal Work Theorem

The reciprocal theorem states that the work done by the first set
of tractions (tx, tv) in acting through the second set of displace-
ments (Uxxi and U is equal to the work done by the second set
of tractions (Txxy and Ty x) in moving through the first set of
displacements (ux, uy). Mathematically, this can be written as
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}(Txxi UX + T Xi Uy) dS 5 J(tx UxXi + ty U Xi)dS (1.4-60)

where, the integrals are evaluated over the surface S. It-should be
noted that the integral of the left hand side is improper and will
be discussed further later.

Fundamental Solutions

In two-dimensional elastostatics, boundary integral methods employ
solutions to the problem of a concentrated force applied to the in-
terior of infinite planes or half planes. These fundamental solu-
tions give the displacements at any point in the body due to the-
applied loads and the displacement fields given by these solutions
satisfy the Cauchy-Navier equations of equilibrium.

Expressions for stresses are obtained by differentiating the ex-
pressions for displacements. Tractions TXx1, etc. can be expressed
in terms of the components of stress (aij) and the unit outward
normal of the surface in question.

Two fundamental solutions are commonly used in boundary element
formulations written for underground excavation analysis.

1. For problems remote from the earth's surface in
which the traction free surface may be reasonably
ignored, the two-dimensional Kelvin's solution for
a unit force in an infinite linear isotropic elas-
tic, homogeneous medium is used. The displacements
for this solution are reproduced in Section
1.4.5.4.1.

2. For near-surface problems, a half plane solution
that automatically gives a traction free surface at
the surface of the half plane is used. The dis-
placements for this solution are given by Telles
and Brebbia (1981) and are reproduced in Section
1.4.5.4.2.
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All of the solutions for displacements have logarithmic sing-
ularities for the case where the displacements are to be deter-
mined at the load point. Expressions for tractions involve sing-
ularities (1/r) since they are obtained from differentiating the
displacement components. These singularities require special
treatment in boundary integral formulations, as described later-.
The elastic properties used in the boundary element formulation
for the hybrid method are the equivalent elastic continuum pro-
perties for a jointed medium (see, for example, Goodman (1980)].

Linear Isoparametric Representation of Element Geometry and Func-
tional Variation

Division of S in Fig. 1.4-20 into n segments allows Eq. (1.4-60)
to be written as

n nS J (TXxi Ux + TyXi uy)dS I T (tx UXi + ty Uy Xi)dS

Se Se (1.4-61)

Figure 1.4-21 shows a representative element of surface S to-
gether with the intrinsic coordinate, 4, for the element. Dis-
placements ux and u and tractions tx and t at any point on an
element are expressed as functions of the nodal values of these
variables.

yI

i
____________--

~~t~g-Ii
I~~~~~~~~

I I

I I

Cu 4;

- x
XI Ia

Fig. 1.4-21 Element Geometry Used in Linear Isoparametric
Boundary Element Formulation
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Linear representation of element geometry and functional varia-
tion with respect to element intrinsic coordinates is defined by

x(g) - N1 (4)xl + N2(4)x2

tx(g) = N1(g)t + N2(g)t (1.4-62)

uA~g) Nl()u + N2 (4)u
x x

where N 1(4) - 1/2 (1-4),

N2(4) - 1/2 (1+4), and

x1, tx1j, ux1 , etc. are nodal values of position coordinate,
traction and displacement components.

Similar expressions apply to the quantities y(4), t (c) and
uy(E). Thus, considering a typical boundary element with nodes
1,2, a particular integral over the range Se of the element is
given by

T xi
T

x
Se

1
ux ds = u

x
Tx N1(4) ds d + u2 (Txi N2 g) ds d4

x d x I~x -

-1 -1 ~~~~~~~~(1.4-63)

ds
where T4

dx

dy

dy

dg

= I

dx 2
(-)

1/2

+ (dy)2]

- 1/2 (x2 - x1) , and

- 1/2 (y2 - yl)
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Boundary Integral Equations

Integrals in Eq. (1.4-61)-are evaluated-by Gaussian quadrature
procedures. Two cases occur in the integration which require
special treatment. These cases relate to the load point occur-
ring in the range of integration causing the integrand to be un-
bounded. When this occurs integration of the displacement-shape
function product in the right hand integral involves a logarith-
mic singularity. This integral is evaluated using a quadrature
formula proposed by Anderson-(1965). Traction terms involving
(/r) singularities on the left-hand side can be evaluated by in-
terpreting the surface of integration in Eq. 1.4-60 to be com-
posed of two parts as shown in Fig. 1.4-22. That is:

|(TX x + Ty uy)dS lim r (Tx UX + Ty uy)dSxi Ty ~~~->o i

S Se

rxi- xi
+ lim J(Tx ux + Ty uy)dS (1.4-64)

4-> 0
S-sc

i i i i r xi xi
cx ux. + cy uy + P.V1. JTx uX + Ty uy)dS

S
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Fig. 1.4-22 Interpretation of Integrals Shown in Eq. (1.4-64)

It is shown in Sec-tion 1.4.5.4 that cix - 1/2 and ciy - 0 if the
load point is on a smooth boundary. The second integral is thus
interreted af a Cauchy principal value integral. The free terms
cxlury and c uyi are evaluated in the numerical procedure by a
method proposed by Cruse (1974). This procedure is equivalent to
ensuring that static equilibrium is achieved over any closed sur-
face in the medium.

Following integration over all boundary elements, Eq. (1.4-61)
can be recast in terms of nodal values of traction and displace-
ment, yielding

n xi xi n xi xi
Z (Txj uxj + Tyj uyj) Z (txj Uxj + tyj Uyj) (1.4-65)

xi
where Txj, etc., represent the result of integration of the

kernel-shape function products over the range of
each element partitioned into components associ-
ated with each node J. An identical procedure
is followed for a y-directional unit load ap-
plied at the particular boundary mode, to
establish an expression similar to Eq. (1.4-65).
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n

j=l

yi yi n - . A yi U yJ
(Txj uxj + Tyj Uyj) =E (txj Uxj + tyj Uyj)

J=1
(1.4-66)

The procedure is repeated for loads applied at all nodes i of the
surface SI producing in each case equations similar to (1.4-65)
and (1.4-66). These can be combined to form a set of 2n simulta-
neous equations, written in the form

ET]{u) -JUJ(t} (1.4-67)

Conversion of Distributed Tractions to Nodal Point Forces

In the usual direct formulations of the Boundary Element Method,
the boundary constraint equation (1.4-67) may be solved for un-
known surface values of traction and displacement. However, for
a coupled boundary element-distinct element algorithm, the bound-
ary constraint equation must be modified to be-compatible with
the distinct element formulation. This requires that the bound-
ary constraint equation be written in terms of nodal forces rath-
er than tractions.

In the present boundary element formulation, tractions are as-
sumed to vary linearly along the length of each element. Figure
1.4-23 shows an assumed distribution of tractions acting on ele-
ments 1 and 2 adjacent to node i.

ELEMENT 2

qx
NODE I

ELEMENT I

Fig. 1.4-23 Nodal Force Approximation Used in Linear
Isoparametric Boundary Element Formulation
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The nodal force, q, at i, equivalent to tractions
ments . and 2, may be approximated by

acting on ele-

i i
qx = tx (N2 (4) )1 (dS) dt +f (N1 (4))2

_d -1

dS
(-) 2

(1.4-68)

where subscripts 1,2 denote elements 1 and 2. A similar expres-
sion defines qy in terms of tji.

It should be noted that in most cases, a moment would result from
replacing the tractions by a nodal force. The significance of
neglecting this moment depends on the magnitude of the moment.
Figure 1.4-24 shows the relative orientation and lengths of adja-
cent elements. For boundary elements only, neglecting this mo-
ment does not result in any significant errors for problems where
the ratio of lengths of adjacent elements was three or less.

1) ""ty /

L.
Q

M U) atY (i) [4, -It! cos] /6
Fig. 1.4-24 Geometry for Determining Resultant Moment at Typical

Node i.
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Expressions for nodal forces may be written as

i ii
qx- a tx

i i i
qy =a ty

or (1.4-69)
i i

tX qx/ai

i i-
ty qylai- =~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

The factor a for each node can be evaluated directly from the
geometry of adjacent elements. Thus, Eq. (1.4-67) may be written
as

[T](u) EU'] (q)1.4-70)

where EU'] is obtained by dividing columns of EU] by the ap-
propriate factor ai for each node i.

Boundary Element Stiffness Matrix

Rearrangement of Eq. (1.4-68) yields

{q) - (U']-1(T]{u) (1.4-71)
or

{q) = [Kb]{u) (1.4-72)

where (Kb] represents the boundary element stiffness matrix for a
hole in an elastic domain. The formation of [Kb] in (1.4-72) is
achieved in practice by using the Transpose Elimination Technique
(Wassyng, 1982) to solve the system

ET] (Kb] = U'] I U1.4-73)
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For an excavation whose surface is traction free, Eq. (1.4-72)
can be solved for the excavation induced displacements by using
tractions determined from field stresses to calculate elements of
{q). Determination of boundary stresses, and stresses and dis-
placements in the interior of the medium are discussed in the
following sections.

Boundary Stresses

After solution of the boundary constraint equation [i.e., Eq.
(1.4-67)], the values of excavation-induced tractions (tx and ty)
and excavation induced displacements (uX and u ) are known at
each node. Boundary stresses can be determine& by finding the
induced stresses at each element relative to the local axes for
the element and then superimposing the field stresses. The pro-
cess is initiated by determining the tangent at node i shown in
Fig. 1.4-25. Next, tractions tx and ty are transformed to t1 and
tn. Element midpoint displacements at (a) and (b) are estimated
by averaging displacements at the ends of the element. The esti-
mated displacements at (a) and (b) are transformed to the local
axes for node i. The coordinates for (a) and (b) are also trans-
formed to the local axis for node i. The longitudinal strain at
node i is estimated as

AuX ue(a) - u (b)
8 , = - = (1.4-74)

For plane strain

E V
as= - ell + ann (1.4-75)

l-v2 1-V

The total stress at each node is obtained by superimposing the
field stresses.
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I

Fig. 1.4-25 Graphical Representation of Numerical Procedure Used
to Determine Induced Tangential Stresses on Boundary
of Boundary Element Domain.

Stresses and DisnlacementA in the Boundarv Element Domain

Displacements of points in the boundary element domain are deter-
mined directly from Somigliana's identity. The x-component of
displacement at point i not on the surface S is given by

i xi xi xi xi
Ux (tx Ux + ty Uy)dS - (xUx + Ty uy)dS

S (1.4-76)

or

i n
ux = E

j=l

C xi xi nJ (tx Uxi + ty Uyj)dS - Z

Se

xi xiJ (Txj ux + Tyj uy)dS

S . I . (1.4-77)
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Induced stress components at points in the boundary element do-
main are determined by calculating induced strain components and
applying appropriate stress-strain relation. Expressions for
strain components are obtained from partial derivatives of the
expression for displacement, for example

i
i aux

8xx = ax (1.4-78)

or

iI
exx =J

S

xi
aTx

ax

xlaT
+ y uy)dS

ax J
aux

OX(tx -x

xi
auy

+ ty -)dS
ax

(1.4-79)
or

i n
Exx =

J=1
(-'t ui

ax
Se

aTxi n

+ - uy)dS - X
ax

f(tx

se

xi
aUxj

ax

(1.4-80)
xi

+ ty u dS
Y x

The state of stress is determined from the induced strains and
the field stresses by superposition.

1.4.5.4.1 Fundamental Solution for Unit Load in an Infinite
Elastic Plane

Expressions for displacements induced by a unit load in an infi-
nite isotropic elastic continuum-i.e., Kelvin's problem, are
given below for completeness. The displacements are for plane
strain conditions.
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(a) Unit load in the x-direction

xi
Uxj = - Kdt(3-4v)ln(r) - x2/r2 l

-xi (1.4-61)
Uyj Kd xylr2 -

(b) Unit load in the y-direction

Uxj = Kd xy/r 2

yi (.-2
Uyj -Kd [(3-4v)ln(r) - y2/r2 l (1.4-82)

where the load is applied at point i, coordinates (xi, yi),

the point of interest is point J, coordinates (xj, yj),

x = xj - xi,

Y ' Yj Yi- (1.4-83)

r 2 =x 2 + y 2 and

Rd = 1/[8i G(1-V)].

1.4.5.4.2 Fundamental Solution for Unit Load in an Elastic
Half-Plane

The fundamental solution for a unit load in an elastic half-plane
can be decomposed into the sum of the infinite solution and a,
complementary part. Expressions for the complementary part, for
the two-dimensional, plane strain case, are given by Telles and
Brebbia (1981), and are reproduced here for completeness.

A unit load, acting at point i (Fig. 1.4-26), produces at a point
j the -displacements given below. -
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Y ~~~~~~~~~~R2

LR ~SurfaceOf

C

Fig. 1.4-26 Geometry for Complementary Expressions for
Displacement Field Due to Unit Load in an Elastic
Half-Plane

The complementary expressions for the displacement field are

(a) Unit load in the x-direction

xi
Uxi - Kd{-(8(1-Y) 2-(3-4v)]lnR + [(3-4v)r12+2cd]/R 2 - 4cdr,2/R4 )

(1.4-84)
xi

Uyj = -KdI-(3-4V)rlr2/R2 - 4cdR2r1/R 4 + 4(1-v)(1-2v)O)

(b) Unit load in the y-direction

Uyi ' -Kd{-(3-4Y)rlr2/R2 + 4cdR2r,/R4 - 4(1-v)(1-2v)Ol

(1.4-85)

Uyj - Kd{(-8(1-v) 2 -(3-4v)]lnR + E(3-4V)R 2
2 -2cd]/R2 + 4cdR2

2 /R 4)
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where Kd - 1/j8%G(1-v)], and

the other parameters are shown in Fig. 1.4-26.

1.4.5.4.3 Determination of "Free Terms" for Smooth Boundary

This section gives one method for determining the "free terms" in
Eq. (1.4-64) for a smooth boundary. Only the coefficient cx due
to an x-directional unit force is determined. Similar expres-
sions may be used to determine c i and coefficients for a y-
directional unit force. The procedure is initiated by writing
the general expressions for stresses due to an x-directional unit
force in an infinite isotropic plane.

cxx = k {(1-2v) x/r2 + 2x3/r 4 )
~~~ ~~(1.4-86)

0xy = k {(1-2V) y/r2 + 2x2y/r4}

where k -1/(4=(1-2v),-

x = xj - xi,

y = yj - yi, and

r2= x2 + y2.

Equations (1.4-86) may be written in polar coordinates as

yxx = k {2(1-v)sine - sinecos2O)/r
(1.4-87)

Oxy = k {2(1-V)cosO - cosOcos2B)/r

The limiting value of the force, q,, exerted over the semicircu-
lar arc AB, Fig. 1.4-27 as t -> 0 is given by

;qx = lim J Tx dSe (1.4-88)
- - 1; ->

. - - ^ S~e
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The traction, Tx, for an arbitrarily oriented increment length,
dS, is found from the stress components in (1.4-87) and written
as

Tx = k {2(1-v) - cos29)/r (1.4-89)

dI =dS

Fig. 1.4-27 Geometry for Calculation of "Free Term" on a Smooth
Boundary

Referring to the geometry of Fig. 1.4-27 and replacing r by e in
Eq. (1.4-89) allows Eq. (1.4-88) to be rewritten as

a-29

k{2(1-v)cos2e)dO (1.4-90)

or
qx = cxi = 1/2

It is interesting to note that the physical significance of this
result is that for a unit force applied at a boundary in an infi-
nite elastic medium, half of the force is distributed to the in-
terior of the problem and half is distributed to the exterior.
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1.4.5.4.4 Determination of "Free Terms" by Rigid Body
Considerations

This section gives an indirect method of calculating "free terms"
in' Eq. (1.4-64). This procedure, used in the boundary element
formulation, is based on rigid body considerations and is adapted
from Cruse (1974). The method is equivalent to ensuring that
static equilibrium is achieved over any closed surface in the me-
dium. Equation (1.4-60) may be rewritten by removing "free
terms" and rearranging as

i f*(j xi xi~ rTxi xi
ciu + CyUy JyU )( I iTx + Ty uy)dS

S S
(1.4-91)

where the second integral on the right hand side is interpreted
in the sense of the Cauchytprincipal value. Equation (1.4-91) is
a specialization of

i i r xi xi xi xi
Cxux + cyuy J (tXUx + tyUy)dS + J (txUx + tyUy )dSca

S Soo
(1.4-92)

xi ~ xixii
* - | (Txiux + Ty uy)dS - (Tx ux + Ty Uy)dS.,

S SO

where SZ is the boundary at infinity, and the integrations over
these surfaces are zero. If, however, a rigid body translation
equal to UX or u is imposed on the system, then the tractions
everywhere are zero. For Ux = land uy - 0, Eq. (1.4-92) becomes

i (xi xi~
Cx x J Ty dS- J Ty dSO (1.4-93)

S So,
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For Ux 0 and uy - 1, Eq. (1.4-92) becomes

Cy T, dS | TY dSO (1.4-94)
$ so

It can be shown for O -> 0, 9 0 to 2x that

rxiJ TX dS. -1

co.

(1.4-95)

|Ty dS.. - 0

Therefore, each unknown traction coefficient can be found expli-
citly from known off-diagonal traction coefficients.

1.4.5.5 Application

The boundary element coupling may be applied in any half-space or
infinite body. The boundary elements must be placed outside the
probable intact yield zone or joint slip region. The boundary
elements are for static mechanical use only, and do not apply to
fluid flow, heat transfer or dynamic analysis.

1.4.5.6 Numerical Method Tvye

The boundary element logic does not require any new or unique
numerical method.
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1.4.5.7 Derivation of Numerical Model

Section 4.4.4 presented the theoretical aspects of the boundary
element method (BEM). In this section, we describe the coupling
of the BEM to the distinct element method and how this is ac-
complished in UDEC.

The feasibility of coupling distinct elements and boundary ele-
ments was first demonstrated by Lorig and Brady (1982). This in-
itial work used a static relaxation formulation for the distinct
element domain and was limited mainly to validation studies for
prcblems in isotropic elastic continua. Lemos (1983) used a
simply deformable formulation in the distinct element domain to
study stress distributions in jointed rock resulting from several
loading episodes. Lorig and Brady (1983) used a hybrid code in
initial studies to-indicate applicability of the method in an-
alyzing excavations in stratified rock.

Principles of Interfacing Boundary Elements and Distinct Elements

The nature of the coupled distinct element-boundary element sys-
tem is shown in Fig. 1.4-28 with a set of Distinct Elements em-
bedded in an elastic domain. The medium is subject to assumed
in-situ initial stresses prior to excavation. Excavation elim-
inates traction on the surfaces defining the opening boundary.
The condition to be satisfied on the interface between the Bound-
ary Element Domain and the Distinct Element Domain.is continuity
of excavation induced displacements and equilibrium of.the final
state of stress. It is-assumed that it issufficient if these
conditions are satisfied at the nodes defining interface between
the two domains..
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Fig. 1.4-28 Nature of Coupled Distinct Element-Boundary Element
System

In the present formulation, boundary element nodes coincide with
block corners on the periphery of the distinct element domain.
Determination of induced displacements at each boundary element
node permits direct determination of induced nodal force by mul-
tiplying the nodal displacement vector and the stiffness matrix
for the boundary element domain (see Eq. (1.4-72)]. In Eq.
(1.4-72), the vector (q) represents induced nodal forces which
are related to the total nodal forces (qt) by the expression

(qt) = (qO) + {q} (1.4-96)

where {qO) represents the initial nodal forces.

Thus, Eq. (1.4-72) may be rewritten

{qt) = [Kb](u) + (q(4 (1.4-97)
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The nodal forces determined'in this--way can then be applied to
appropriate block corners located on the periphery of the dis-
tinct element domain in the subsequent relaxation step or itera-
tion. Thus, as the relaxation process continues, nodal displace-
ments and forces are updated and-'%sed in the subsequent calcula-
tion cycle.

The boundary element stiffness matrix (Kb] is computed using the
x'-y' coordinate system as defined in Section 1.4.5.4. Conse-
quently, elements of {u) determined from block displacements,
must be converted to the x'-y' coordinate system. Following
matrix multiplication, elements of {q) are converted back to the
original x-y coordinate system.

Interface Conditions

As mentioned previously, coupling between the two domains must
ensure that displacements and tractions at all nodal points are
continuous across the interface. These conditions require that
the non-linear material behavior zone be confined inside the dis-
tinct element domain. Surfaces of sliding or separation there-.
fore cannot intercept the interface.

The boundary element formulation uses straight line elements and
the distinct elements are defined by straight lines, so that
physical compatibility is assured. Each iteration in the dis-
tinct element domain results in displacement and rotation of
block centroids. Kinematic continuity at the interface is sat-
isfied by identifying block corner displacements. with-nodal
displacements in the boundary element domain. Since nodes cor-.
respond to the contact of two blocks, nodal displacements are
taken as the average of two adjacent corner displacements. Since
the contact between the corners of two blocks on the interface
must be elastic, the difference of displacements is small and the
averaging scheme is a reasonable approximation. As the variation
of displacements is assumed linear, both in the boundary element
domain and along the edge of a block, continuity of displacements
across the interface-is reasonably satisfied. -

Induced nodal forces (q) results from multiplication of the
boundary element stiffness matrix and nodal displacements as seen
in Eq. (1.4-66). Since the vector {q) represents forces applied
to the boundary element domain, the negative of this vector is
applied to the corners of the blocks on the interfaces. Each
pair of blocks corresponding to an interface node receive a frac-
tion of the force proportional to the length of its edge. along
the interface. This procedure is consistent with the assumption
of linear variation of tractions in the boundary element domain
and satisfies the equilibrium conditions at the interface.
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Elimination of Rigid Bodv Motions

In the hybrid distinct element-boundary element method, each
iteration results in the interface displacements that are used to
compute interface forces using the boundary element stiffness
matrix. If gravity is included in the distinct element domain,
removal of the distinct elements from within the distinct element
domain to model an excavation leads to an imbalance in forces ac-
ting at the interface. This imbalance has the effect of causing
the entire problem to experience an upward rigid body motion.
Convergence of the iterative process requires that these inter-
face displacements be related to some fixed nodal point in the
boundary element domains. This is accomplished by modifying the
stiffness matrix so that for every set of interface displace-
ments, a selected interior point P has zero displacement. Lemos
(1983) described a procedure for fixing a point in the boundary
element domain. The discussion which follows is based on this
work.

The procedure is initialized by giving the ith entry of the in-
terface displacement vector a unit displacement and setting all
other entries equal to zero. The vector of interface forces cor-
responding to this displacement field is the ith column of the
stiffness matrix (Kb] and can be denoted by IFi]. The displace-
ments at point P corresponding to the described displacement con-
figuration are up°l abd vpOi in the x- and y-directions, respec-
tively.

Next, each of the interface nodes is given a unit displacement in
the x direction, resulting in displacements uprx and v rx at P.
The interface forces {Frx) for this condition are obta;ned by
summing the elements of the odd numbered columns in each row of
the stiffness matrix. Similarly, unit y-directed displacements
are given to all interface nodes resulting in interface forces
(FrY) and displacements UprY and vprY at P.

It is requirtd that 1l boundary nodes be given an equal dis-
placement ax and ay such that displacements u oi and vpOi are
eliminated. Superimposing on the ith unit confYguration the sec-
ond displacement field will produce at P

upi = upOi + axi uprx + ayi upry (1.4-98)

vpi = oi + axi vpry + ayi vpry
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At the boundary nodes, the total displacement will be ubi = axi
and vbi= ayi" except for the displacement at the i-th entry
where units must be added to the right hand side. The condition
that P remains fixed relative to the boundary nodes can be ex-
pressed as

upi - ubi 0
(1.4-99)

- . . Vpi - vbi =

These preceding equations can be combined and rewritten as

upOi + axi (uprX-l) + ayi (Upry) 0 (
(1.4-100)

vpOi + axi (Vprx) + ayi + (Vpry-l) c 0

This system of equations can be solved for unknowns axi and ayi
to be superimposed on the i-th configuration. The interface
forces. after superimposition become

(F'i) = (Fi) + axi{Frx) + ayi(Fry) (1.4-101)

The vector (F'i) is actually the i-th column of the modified
stiffness matrix. The process is repeated for all columns with i
ranging from 1 to 2n, resulting in a new stiffness matrix [Kb'].
This matrix gives forces for every set of interface displacements
which are consistent with the assumption that P remains fixed.

For a given set of induced forces {q), the differences in nodal
displacements obtained by solving the system with [Kb'] instead
of [Kb] represents the rigid body motion of the problem domain.
The rigid body motions are

ax 'in axd1x~~

(1.4-102)

n yi

where di are the induced nodal displacements.
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When determining the final displacements at a point in the inte-
rior of the boundary element domain, these constant displacements
must be added to account for the changed stiffness matrix. In-
ternal stresses need not be corrected.

Implementation in UDEC

The primary functions of the BE coupling section of the program
are as follows.

1. Generate the nodal points of the boundary elements
from the outer boundary gridpoints of the distinct
element finite difference grid.

2. Calculate influence coefficients from the nodal
point geometry and far field rock properties.

3. Form a system of equations

[T](u} = [U](t) (1.4-103)

where ET], [u] are influence coefficient matrices
for the tractions and displace-
ment kernels, respectively, and,

(u), It) are the displacement and traction
vectors, respectively.

[T] is saved in a temporary file on the hard
disk called tape7.

[u] is saved in a temporary file on the hard
disk called tape4.

4. The system of equations in (3), above, is altered
to form a stiffness matrix [K] relating the incre-
mental nodal displacements to incremental nodal
forces:

Mf) = [K] (u) (1.4-104)
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where [KW = [G][u]-1[K], and

[GI is a geometry matrix for conversion of
element tractions -to- equivalent-forces
lumped at the nodal points.

The stiffness matrix is written to a file = tape8,
as it is being constructed, as well as the main
program arrays.

5. During the problem solution, the boundary element
coupling is performed every time step. This is ac-
complished in the following manner

(a) Outer boundary incremental nodal-displacements
from the previous cycle are multiplied by the
stiffness matrix, which is obtained from the
main program array (i.e., Eq.- (1.4-104)]:

{f) [K]{u}

obtaining a new set of boundary incremental
nodal forces.

(b) These nodal forces are updated in the boundary
force array for application to block boundary.

1.4.5.8 Location

All boundary element subroutines are located in a single file
BE.FOR. The coupling is called in subroutine CYCLE, the main
program explicit logic control routine. Updating of the boundary
force array occurs in file BOUND.FOR. Saving and restarting of
the problem is performed in file SAVE.FOR.
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1.4.5.9 Numerical Stability and Accuracy

Presently, the boundary element coupling is performed every time-
step-i.e., the boundary force vector is updated to reflect the
presence of the infinite body. Performing this update every
timestep insures stable convergence. No significant testing has
been performed to examine the potential effects of coupling at
wide-spaced intervals.

Numerical instabilities can occur if the lengths of adjacent
boundary elements are widely different. Lorig (1984) observed
instability when the ratio of lengths of adjacent elements was in
the order of 100. In general, this condition will rarely occur,
and usually the ratio of lengths should be around 10 or less.

The fixed point location was observed to have small effects on
the final solution. Greater detail is given in Lorig (1984).

1.4.5.10 Alternatives

No specific alternative models for boundary element far-field
coupling exist within the UDEC code.
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1.4.6 Constitutive Laws for Intact Blocks

1.4.6.1 Purpose

The behavior of intact blocks'of rock varies widely from rock-
mass to rock mass. In hard, brittle rocks such as granite, the
intact blocks can generally-be assumed to behave in a linearly-
elastic, isotropic fashion. Here, any non-linear response of the
rock under mechanical loading is generally attributed to the
fractures. Other rocks, particularly softer materials such as
sandstones, shales, etc., may exhibit intact rock failure charac-
terized by plastic yield. The above description refers, in gen-
eral,'to.static loading, however, in dynamic loading with high
amplitude applied pressure, intact rock, including hard rocks,
may exhibit extensive plastic yield. UDEC provides two constitu-
tive model choices for intact rock: elastic and Mohr-Coulomb
plasticity.

1.4.6.2 Assumptions and Limitations

The following assumptions and limitations are inherent in the
elastic and/or Mohr-Coulomb plasticity models:

(1) isotropic rock mass;

(2) no rupture criterion provided for intact material
undergoing plastic flow;

(3) plastic materials exhibit elastic-perfectly plastic
behavior; and

(4) plane strain conditions.

The limitations of the constitutive models for representing rock
behavior have been discussed by many authors, (e.g., Desai and
Christian, 1977). The primary difference between the use of the
distinct element method as opposed to continuum models is repre-
senting rock mass response. Continuum codes use constitutive
models to represent the overall rock response. In most jointed
rocks, the non-linearity in overall rock response is a result of
the joints themselves and, to a lesser extent, the intact mater-
ial. In the discontinuum approach, the joints themselves are
modeled, and there is much less demand for examination of the ap-
plicability of intact constitutive laws or reproducing rock mass
response.
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The UDEC code does not account for the out-of-plane stress com-
ponent in the Mohr-Coulomb model. For stress states in which the
out-of-plane component does not fall between the principal
stresses at that point, some error will result in the determina-
tion of the resulting yield zone. For the general two-dimen-
sional plane strain or plane stress assumptions, this limitation
is not considered to be a great restriction.

1.4.6.3 Notation

The notation for variable names and array offset locations for
the elastic and Mohr-Coulomb models are given in Table 1.4-10.
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Table 1.4-10

NOTATION USED IN ELASTIC AND MOHR-COULOMB
CONSTITUTIVE RELATIONS FOR-INTACT BLOCKS

Notation
Comments Where Found

Algebraic Computer -

x KXG Offset to x-coordinate in Main common
gridpoint data array block UDECOM

y KXG Offset to y-coordinate in
gridpoint data array

ux KXDG Offset to x-velocity in
gridpoint data array

uy KYDG Offset to y-velocity in
gridpoint data array

YFx KGFX Offset to x-force sum in
gridpoint data array

£Fy KGFY Offset-to y-force sum in
gridpoint data array

Aoxx KZS11 Offset to xx-stress in
zone data array

Aaxy KZS12 Offset to xy-stress in
zone data array

AOyyl KZS22 Offset to yy-stress in
zone data array

e KZROT Offset to zone rotation
in zone data array
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Table 1.4-10
(continued)

Notation
Comments Where Found

Algebraic Computer

p

K

G

DENS (I)

BULK(I)

SHEAR (I)

TENS (I)

ALAM1(I)

Density of material
I

Bulk modulus of
material I

Shear modulus of
material I

Tensile strength of
material I

Lame constant of
material I

Main common block
UDECOM

T

'I

II

I.

ALAM2 (I)

AMU (I)

DILAT (I)

Lame constant of
material I

Friction coefficient
of material I

Dilation angle of
material I

'I

3,

UvI

C COH (I) Cohesion of material I I,
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1.4.6.4 Derivation

Elastic Model

The elastic model assumes a linear change in stress with strain
on loading and unloading (Fig. 1.4-29).

Ae(

a.

19.

e

Fig. 1.4-29 Illustration of Linear Elastic Behavior of a Sample
in Uniaxial Compression

The relation of stress to strain in incremental form is given by
Hooke's law in plane strain as

.,,, 11,° ell + XAe 2 2

AGf22 e Ade 11 + &Ae2 2 0 :(1.4-105)
AG12 2GAel2

AGT21 A'12 .
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where I = K + (4/3)G,

A - K - (2/3)G, and

Au, Ae - incremental components of the stress strain tensors.

Mohr-Coulomb Plasticitv

The formulation used assumes elastic/perfectly plastic with a
linear Mohr-Coulomb yield condition and non-associated flow rule.
Figure 1.4-30 illustrates the Mohr-Coulomb yield surface and as-
sociated terminology.

q = ( - 62)

2

a

P as (6 + 2

2

Fig. 1.4-30 M6hr-Coulomb Criterion (f) in q-p Space with
Friction (O?', Dilation (ljO, Strain Rate Increment
Vector and Plastic Potential (g) Shown

The total stain rate increments are assumed to be composed of
elastic and plastic parts:

iij =. e . P
iij = eij + eij (1.4-106)
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The Mohr-Coulomb yield criterion, f, and plastic potential, g,
are written in terms of the principal stresses and material con-
stants:

f 1 - No 02 + (NO)1/2
g ~i - 42C(N~1/:1.4-107)

9 1 - N P2 + 2 C (NV)1/

where 01,2 W principal stress components,

Nt = (1 + sint)/(l - sink), and

t=t, 1v =friction, dilation angle.

The flow rule prescribes the angular relation between the stress
and plastic strain increment tensors:

.p ag
tig (1.4-108)

a oi j

where X is a multiplier determined from the stress state.

1.4.6.5 Application

The elastic model is applicable to any material which exhibits
linear, isotropic behavior with no hysteresis upon loading/un-
loading. The Mohr-Coulomb model is applicable to any material
which displays isotropic elastic-perfectly plastic behavior.
This model is widely accepted as being applicable to geologic
materials. The non-association of the flow rule is felt to be
applicable to geologic materials in that volumetric strain in
experimentation is generally far less than would be predicted
from associated flow.
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1.4.6.6 Numerical Method Type

The constitutive laws described above are implemented using the
standard explicit finite difference logic described in Section
1.3.. For the non-linear laws. initial, small elastic stress in-
crements are used as input to the yield model at each timestep.
The program determines whether yield has occurred and, if so,
forces the stress state to lie on the yield surface. Stress cor-
rections are determined based on the flow rule. No new or unique
numerical methods are employed in this approach.

1.4.6.7 Derivation of the Numerical Method

Implementation of Finite Difference Logic for Triangular Zones

The finite difference logic for the triangular elements is based
on work by Wilkins (1963). All constitutive laws for fully-
deformable block use the same differencing logic. The following
is adapted from Cundall (1989).

Gs i
Gauss' theorem

rafJ nif dS= J - dA
Maxi

(1.4-109)

S A

is used to derive a finite difference formula for elements of ar-
bitrary shape; here S denote the path around the element, A the
element area, ni the outward unit normal vector, xi the position
vector of a boundary point and f a scalar, vector or tensor.

7 F.

nir
AS

(a) (b)

Fig. 1.4-31 Typical Triangular Element with (a) Velocity
Vectors; and, (b) Nodal Force Vector
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Defining the average value of the derivative over A as

af- 1 Caf
( -) -- dI-A
axi A J axi

A

(1.4-110)

we obtain

af 1 r
( - ) =- nif dS
axi A J

5

(1.4-111)

For a polygon, such as the triangular element shown in Fig.
1.4-31, the finite difference formula becomes

af 1
( - -) mE -£ X(f)niAS
axi -A s

(1.4-112)

where the summation is over the three sides and (f) is the mean
value of f over a side.

This formula, suggested by Wilkins, enables the strain increments
Aeij, for a zone, to be written in terms of nodal velocities, by

substituting the velocity vector Ci for f 'in Eq. (1.4-112):

au1 1
' - - S ~(ua) + uL(b))njAS
axj 2A s

Aeij *2= - (c-~
2 Bxj-

(1.4-113)
axi

+ -)At
axis

where At is the timestep and (a) and (b) denote two consecutive
nodes on the boundary of the triangle [see Fig. 1.4-31(a)].
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Since UDEC operates in large strain mode, finite rotations of
zones produce changes in the stress components referred to a
fixed frame of reference. The zone stresses are adjusted as fol-
lows, before invoking the constitutive law

1 acuj aui
Oij:=Gij + (6)ikcykj - Cikkj)Ato 6ij 2 -. (--

2 oxj 8xi

(1.4-114)

Element stresses are now modified by application of the constitu-
tive law, M:

aij ' M(Gij, Aeij) (1.4-115)

For non-linear constitutive laws, small elastic stress increments
are first determined for comparison to the yield surface. If the
stresses lie above the yield surface, stress corrections are ca-
lculated based on the flow rule.

When stresses in all elements have been recalculated, nodal
forces are summed from all surrounding elements. A typical ex-
pression is given below for the force on one node of the triangle
shown in Fig. 1.4-31(b):

1
Fi - oij(nj( l )S(l) + nj(l)s(2 )) (1.4-116)

2

The summation of all such forces acting on a node is used to de-
rive an acceleration that is integrated by central finite differ-
ences to provide new velocities:

(t+At/2) . (t-At/2) EFi(t)
uj Maui * al + ( + gi)At*a 2

m
(1.4-117)
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where gi = gravitational acceleration,

al = damping parameter, 1 - (1/2) oMt, and

a2 = damping parameter, 1/(. + (1/2)aAt).

Elastic Model

The strain increments are used as input to Hooke's law as given
in-Eq. (1.4-105) to produce elastic stress increments.

Mohr-Coulomlb Plasticity

The yield surface is given by:

f Al - N4a2 + 2C (N,)1/2 (1.4-118)

and the plastic potential function is given by

g ' - NiF 2 + 2C (NV)1/2 (1.4-119)

where N= (1 + sint)/(1 - sint) ([ - or Nl,

C = cohesion (positive sign),

= - friction angle,

dilation angle,

(71 =major principal stress, and

02 = minor principal stress.

The strain increments are assumed to be composed of elastic and
plastic parts:

e p
Ael = Ael + AelP

(1.4-120)

Ae 2 = Ae 2 + Ae 2
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The plastic strain rates are given by the non-associated flow
rule:

eP ag

(1.4-121)

.P Mag
e2 ' - - A Ny

where X is the multiplier which must be determined from the
stress state.

Multiplying by At, Eq. (1.4-121) becomes

P
Ae1 At

(1.4-122)

Ae2 = - NV At

The incremental principal elastic stresses are given by:

4 e 2 e
Aa1 = (K + - G) Ae1 + (K - - G) Ae23 3

(1.4-123)

2 e 4 e
A02 = (K- - G) Ael + (K + - G) Ae2

3 32
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Substituting Eqs. (1.4-120) and (1.4-122) into Eq. (1.4-123),

01 8 (K+ 4 G) (Ae1-XAt) + (K - 2,G) (Ae2 + XNV At)

(1.4-124)
2 ~~~~~~~4

02 = (K - 2 G) (Ael - fit) + (K+ G) (Ae2+AN 4t)
3

Determining the initial elastic principal stresses by al and 02,-
the corrected (for plasticity) stresses o1'v2 are given by

I - I

ai- ai A= % - Aoi (1.4-125)

where i 8 1 or 2.

The initial principal stress increments are given by

I 4 2
hal 8 (K + - G) Ae1 + (K - - G) Ae2

3 3.

(1.4-126)

I ~~2 4
A-2 ' (K - - G) Ael + (K + - G) Ae2

3 3

By substituting Eqs. (1.4-124) and (1.4-126) into Eq. (1.4-125),

I 4 2
a 1 a o1 - JAt [(K + - G) - (K- - G) Nix3 ~~~3 1 ]

(1.4-127)

I 2 4
o92 o 2 - At [ (K -- G) - (K + - G)Nf3 3~ )~
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or, simplifying,
I

(1.4-128)
I

oF2 -C 2 - XAt (a2 - alNq)

Equation (1.4-128) gives the new principal stresses in terms of
the trial initial stress, the material constants, and the multi-
plier, X. The X value can be found since a1 and 02 must lie on
the yield surface (if a non-admissible stress state is detected).
This is done by substituting Eq. (1.4-128) into the equation for
the yield surface [Eq. (1.4-118)] and equating to zero:

XAt =

I I
1 - No a2 - 2C N

a 2 (1+N.NV) - a 1 (No + N)
(1.4-129)

I I
= f (1, 02, C, NO)

where Y = a 2 (1 + NONIy) - al(NO+N)-

Substituting Eq. (1.4-129) into Eq. (1.4-128)
rected principal stress components:

yields the cor-

I
(F - 1 - (al - a 2 NV)

I I
f (01, 02, C, N,)

-

(1.4-130)

I
0Y2 = 012 - (a%2 - (lNAV)

I I
f (01t 02 C, No)_
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The program first determines the xx a and Oxy elastic stress
increments and converts them to princip Yy stresses. These com-
ponents are then substituted into the equation for the yield sur-
face [Eq. (1.4-118)1]. If,

f<O, then the direction cosines of the principal stresses
are found and the plastic corrections are made
[Eq.(1.4-130)] to require conformity to the yield sur-
face.

f>0, then no corrections are necessary.

The corrected principal stresses are then resolved-back to the
xy coordinate plane by the direction cosines determined previ-
ously.

1.4.6.8 Location

The grid point velocities are determined in subroutine GPMOT,
which is called from the main program control routine, CYCLE.
The incremental strain tensor and stress rotation corrections are
determined in subroutine ZSTRS, which calls the constitutive law
routines. The elasticity and Mohr-Coulomb laws are found in sub-
routines CL1 and CL3, respectively. These routines return stress
corrections which are added to existing stresses. The stresses
are then converted to equivalent grid point forces before contin-
ued time stepping.

1.4.6.9 Numerical Stability and Accuracy

Numerical instabilities can occur if an attempt is made to define
a non-sensible dilation angle. The energy change which occurs
during yield is given by the dot product of the resultant stress
and strain vectors.

E (1.4-131)

This is shown in Fig. 1.4-32. In case a, the cohesion is zero,
and any 1>¢ will produce E>0, or the model will produce energy
rather than dissipate. For case (b), in which cohesion is pres-
ent, some value of y>4 can occur before instability, depending on
the value of cohesion.
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I

P P

(a) (b)

Fig. 1.4-32 Resultant Stress and Strain Vectors. (a) cohesion 0,
(b) cohesive and frictional material

The UDEC code may or may not become numerically unstable, depend-
ing on the boundary conditions, and there is no specific check in
the code for values of vW and §.

The explicit solution routine is highly robust in enforcing non-
linear constitutive laws since no iteration or load stepping is
necessary, as in explicit codes. Therefore, no "shear-locking"
phenomena occur as is sometimes a problem in implicit procedures
(e.g., Nagtegaal et al., 1974).

1.4.6.10 Alternatives

No specific alternative models of constitutive laws for intact
blocks exist within the UDEC code. Models can be added to UDEC
without great difficulty, provided they are mechanically sensi-
ble.

L:
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1.4.7 Constitutive Laws for Joints

1.4.7.1 Purpose

The jointing within a rock mass is the primary contributor to its
overall non-linear behavior. The constitutive model used for the
jointing controls both the normal and shear behavior which may
contain elastic as well as irreversible strains. Two constitu-
tive models are available in UDEC. The default model assumes
linear normal stress-closure response and an elasto-plastic shear
stress-shear displacement response. The second model, termed the
"continuously-yielding" joint model (Lemos, 1987),- attempts to
provide realistic constitutive relations for progressive damage
to the joint surface as a function of shear displacement. The-
model allows a variety of joint shear response ranging from
elasto-plastic (as in the default model) to a peak strength-
residual strength behavior (displacement-softening). One other
model, the empirical Barton-Bandis model has been tested in UDEC,
but is not included in the standard Version of ICG1.5 (see Barton
et al., 1987). This model is not described here; although space
for relevant input parameters to this model have been assigned in
the main common block (UDECOM) in ICG1.5.

1.4.7.2 Assumptions and Limitations

Mohr-Coulomb Model

In this simple model, the joint behavior is described by linear
shear and normal stiffness and constant friction and dilation
angles. Because the actual joint surface is rough and non-
planar, the normal stiffness will be non-linear and the asperi-
ties will shear off during shear deformation. This result is a
peak shear strength followed by softening to some residual level.
The Mohr-Coulomb model has been criticized for its lack of abil-
ity to model these phenomena.

Continuously-Yielding Model

This is an empirical model, the primary limitation of which is in
specification of the input parameters. Seven parameters are re-
quired by the model, six of which can be determined from labora-
tory triaxial testing (and/or direct shear) of natural joints. A
roughness parameter, R. is required which is not defined in for-
mal detail sufficient to allow its experimental determination.
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The user must therefore perform numerical experimentation with
the model in comparison to laboratory results to empirically set
the value of this parameter.

The model is also limited in that its base of application is
somewhat limited at the present time. Lemos (1987) describes its
use in analysis of dynamic problems involving cyclic loading;
Hart et al., (1985) describe its use in the analysis of a large-
scale in-situ block compression experiment in basalt.

1.4.7.3 Notation

Table 1.4-11 give the notation for variables and relevant para-
meters used in the Mohr-Coulomb and Continuously-Yielding models.
As in previous sections, these variables may be in the form of
offsets from addresses to the location of the variable position
within one of the-link-listed arrays used in UDEC.
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Table 1.4-11

NOTATION FOR PARAMETERS AND VARIABLES USED
IN THE JOINT CONSTITUTIVE MODELS

Notation --
Notation. Comments 0- - Where-Found

Algebraic Computer

Variables Regarding Block Contacts Common to All
Joint Constitutive Models

x KXC X-contact coordinate Contact data array
offset

y KYC Y-contact coordinate
offset

Aus KCS Relative shear displacement n

offset

Aun KCN Relative normal displace-
ment offset

Fs KCFS Shear force offset -

Fn KCFN Normal force offset

L KCL Contact length offset

nx KGNX Contact normal cosine offset

ny KCNY Contact normal cosine-offset,
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Table 1.4-11
(continued)

Notation
Comments Where Found

Algebraic Computer

Point Contact Model

Kn AKN(I)

Ks AKS(I)

0 AMU(I)

C COH(I)

V DILAT(I)

To TENS(I)

(JCONS = 1)

Contact normal stiffness,
material I

Contact shear stiffness,
material I

Contact friction, material I

Contact cohesion, material I

Contact dilation angle,
material I

Contact tensile strength,
material I

Main common
UDECOM

ft

n,

nt

nt

Mohr-Coulomb Model

kn AKNJ(I)

ks AKSJ(I)

* AMUJ(I)

C COHJ(I)

v DILATJ(I)

(JCONS = 2. JCONS - 5)

Joint normal stiffness,
material I

Joint shear stiffness,
material I

Joint friction, material I

Joint cohesion, material I

Joint dilation angle,
material I

to

to

TENSJ(I) Joint tensile strength,
material I

nt
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Table 1.4-11 (continued)

Notation
.-Comments Where Found

Algebraic Computer

Continuously Yielding Joint Model (JCONS = 3)

KCJRE Reversal indicator Contact data array,
offset

KCJDS Old displacement
increment offset

en AKNJEX(I) Normal stiffness exponent,
material I UDECOM

es AKSJEX(I) Shear stiffness exponent,
material I

R SJR(I) Joint roughness parameter, -
material I

Oeff AJGAM(I) Joint bounding friction angle,
material I_-

an AKNJ(I) Initial normal joint stiffness

as AKSJ(I) Initial shear joint stiffness

* AMUJ(I) Intrinsic friction angle
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1.4.7.4 Derivation

Review of Contact LoQic

The joints in UDEC act as interfaces between blocks, acting es-
sentially as a spring-slider system as shown in Fig. 1.4-33.

2km

Normal hkhractlon Shw reractdon

Fig. 1.4-33 Mechanical Representation of Interfaces in Distinct
Element Method

In the model, spring-slider systems are located at contact points
between blocks. The amount of penetration or overlap between two
adjacent blocks can be defined directly from block geometry and
block centroid translation and rotation for rigid blocks or grid
point coordinates for fully-deformable blocks. The force-dis-
placement relation at one contact is thus uncoupled from that at
another on the same block.

The simplest force-displacement law relates incremental normal
and shear forces (AFn, AFs) which develop at contacts directly to
the amount of incremental relative displacement (Aun, Aus):

AFn = Kn Aun
(1.4-132)

AFs = Ks Aus

where Kn and Ks are the contact normal and shear stiffnesses, as
given previously in Table 1.4-11.
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A constitutive model (JCONS - 1, see User's Manual, Volume II-) is
provided in UDEC which implements the above logic. This law ap-
plies primarily to particles or bodies in point contact, and.does
not adequately account for contact length. This model was origi-
nally-intended for use with the rigid block logic. It has-large-
ly been superseded by the present Mohr-Coulomb model based on
contact length and is not discussed further due to its limited
applicability.

Contact between two block edges (Fig. 1.3-3) can be represented
by two corner-edge contacts. The contact length, l, calculated
as

Fn
An =3-

(1.4-133)
Fs

as -

and stress increments to be expressed in terms of the usual joint
stiffnesses kn and ks [stress/length] as

Acan -kn Aun
(1.4-134)

AS - ks Aus

When blocks are discretized into a fine internal mesh, grid-
points may be placed along the original edges [Fig. 1.3-3(c)].
These grid-points are treated as new corners, since the edge is
now able to deform into a polygonal line. The same expressions
(1.4-134) are used, with contact lengths defined as shown in Fig.
1.3-2(c).

The overlaps in Figs. 1.3-2(a) and 1.3.2(b) represent only a
mathematically convenient way of measuring relative normal-dis-
placements. In finite element or displacement discontinuity mod-
els, joints are similarly assigned a zero thickness, with over-
lapping indicating compressive joint stresses and separation
indicating tension. If normal joint stiffnesses are increased,
overlaps can be made as small as desired.
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At each timestep, the incremental stresses calculated by expres-
sions (1.4-134) are added to the existing stresses, and the con-
stitutive criteria are checked. In general, the joint constitu-
tive relations must provide the stress increments as a function
of the displacement increments, current stresses and possibly
other state parameters

An, A = f(AunAusOnjas,...) (1.4-135)

In UDEC, the function f above, is limited to the Mohr-Coulomb or
Continuously-Yielding model.

Mohr-Coulomb

Two forms of the Mohr-Coulomb law provided in UDEC utilize the
following equations.

Normal Stress: On : = n + kn Aun, where en = normal stress from
previous timestep.

For joint constitutive model #2 (the default
model), the normal stress is limited by the ten-
sile strength of the joint in tension (i.e., an
To, (compression positive) where To = tension
strength = TENSJ(I)).

For joint constitutive model #5, the joint normal
stress is initially limited to the tensile
strength of the joint as above. However, once
slip has been detected or the tensile strength is
exceeded for a contact, it is assumed that the
tensile strength is destroyed, and To is set
equal to zero thereafter.

If the joint dilation angle is set (l0j=O by de-
fault), the normal force is updated due to expan-
sion of the joint upon shear:

Fn - F'n + kn *X*abs(Aus)*tan(Wj) (1.4-136)
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where F'n existing normal force,

D = joint contact length,

AUs = shear displacement increment
for slip only, and

tan(Vj) tangent of the dilation angle of
joint = DILATJ(I).

Shear Stress: as = s + ksAus, where the shear stress is lim-
ited by the Mohr-Coulomb law: o.sI < C - an tan4.
cos is the shear stress from the previous time-
step.

For joint constitutive model #5, if slip is de-
tected or the tensile strength is exceeded,: the
cohesion is assumed to be destroXedf and C is set
to zero thereafter.

where C = joint cohesion (COHJ(I)),

tanv joint friction (AMUJ(I)), and
:

0n is negative in compression.

Continuously YieldinQ-Model

The following description of the continuously-yielding model is
taken from Lemos (1987).

Numerical modeling of practical problems may take the joints
through rather complex load paths. -Many empirical models only
provide the response to simple loading conditions. More general
situations require either interpolation between curves or other
arbitrary assumptions. The continuously-yielding joint model,
proposed by Cundall and Hart -(1984), is intended to simulate the
intrinsic mechanism of progressive damage of the joint under
shear. This approach produces consistent responses in the varied
conditions encountered in numerical modeling. The model also
provides continuous hysteretic damping for dynamic simulations.
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The response to normal loading is expressed incrementally as

Acyn -kn Aun (1.4-137)

where kn is the normal stiffness, given by kn = an Unen, a simple
relation representing the observed increase of stiff-
ness with normal stress, and

an and en are model parameters.

In general, zero tensile strength is assumed.

For shear loading, the model displays a continuous accumulation
of plastic displacement from the onset of shearing. Figure 1.4-
34 shows a typical stress-displacement curve for monotonic load-
ing under constant normal stress. The shear stress increment is
calculated as

^A~r= F ks Aus (1.4-138)

where the shear stiffness can also be taken as a function of
normal stress-for example,

s - as ones (1.4-139)

The instantaneous slope is governed by the factor F which depends
on the distance from the actual stress curve to the "target" or
bounding strength curve Im represented in the figure,

(1 - as / Tm)
F a ( r(1.4-140)

(I - r),.I I:
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SHEAR DISPLACEMENT (U)

U~~~~~~~~~~S

Fig. 1.4-34 Continuously-Yielding Joint Model: Shear Stress-
Displacement Curve and Bounding Shear Strength

The factor r, which is initially zero, is intended to restore the
elastic stiffness immediately after a load rever'sal. -That is, ,r
is set to as/¶m (and, therefore, F to 1) whenever sign (Au8) is
not equal to sign (Au old). -in practice, r is limited to 07.75 in
order to avoid numerical noise-when the 'shear stress-is approxi-
mately'equal to the bounding strength.

The bounding strength is given by

'C an tan *eff sign(Au5 ) (1.4-141)

The parameter Oeff can be understood as-the friction angle that
would apply if no more asperities were sheared off. As damage
accumulates, this angle is continuously reduced according to the
equation

Oeff = - 1/R (Jeff - 4) AUSP (1.4-142)
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where the plastic displacement is defined as

Au5P (1 - F) Aus (1.4-143)

* is the basic friction angle of the rock surfaces, and

R is a material parameter (with dimension of length)
which expresses the joint roughness.

A large value of R leads to a slower reduction Of Oeff and,
therefore, to a larger peak. The peak is reached when the bound-
ing strength equals the shear stress. After this point, the
value of F becomes negative, and the joint enters the softening
regime.

The above incremental relation for Jeff is equivalent to

-eff = exp(-u5P/R) (Oeffo - *) + * (1.4-144)

where Oeffo is the initial value of Jeff and represents the
in-situ state of the joint.

The dilatancy angle is calculated as

i = tan-1 [Icy.I/a - * (1.4-145)

-i. e., dilation takes place whenever the stress is above the
residual strength level, and is obtained from the actual apparent
friction angle.

Laboratory shear tests have shown that more damage is done under
higher normal stress than at lower normal stress. This effect
could be included by modifying the incremental equation governing
the evolution Of Oeff. For example, parameter R could be multi-
plied by a factor of the form
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10910 (JCS/Gn) (1.4-146)

as in the so-called Barton-Bandis model (Bandis et al., 1983).

1.4.7.5 Application

The applicability of the Mohr-Coulomb versus a displacement soft-
ening model such as the continuously-yielding model for mechani-
cal analysis is not easily determined. It would appear that the
primary features of joints which control the behavior of under-
ground excavations are the joint spacing, orientation, number of
joint sets, the peak friction, and dilation angles. The need to
model softening behavior for failure analysis of confined rock
(i.e,, rock around excavations which 'is not kinematically free to
move) subjected to straight ahead, quasi-static loading is not -
easily known, and may not be of particular importance. Softening
behavior may be of greater importance when examining the behavior
of rock under high normal stress in which blocks are kinematical-
ly free to move. Here, asperities may shear, resulting in sig-
nificant decreases in shear capacity. Softening may also be sig-
nificant in examination of the zesponse of jointed rock to dy-
namic (cyclic) loading, or where energy release due to slip-is
important (e.g., rockbursting or earthquakes).

The normal stress-closure characteristics of joints are of impor-
tance when analyzing the flow of fluid through the joints. A
non-linear relation of normal stress to closure (defined in the
continuously-yielding model as a power law) is essential-since
the flow is a function of the joint aperture raised to the third
power. The optional fracture logic which assumes that the ten-
sile strength and cohesive shear strength drop to zero upon ten-
sile or shear failure is probably the most physically reasonable
Mohr-Coulomb model. Once failed, a joint does not regain tensile
or shear strength.

1.4.7.6 Numerical Method Type

No new or unique numerical method types are required.
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1.4.7.7 Derivation of the Numerical Model

Section 4.6.4 described the equations used for both joint models.
The numerical implementation of these equations was previously
described in Section 3. The interface constitutive laws are used
to prescribe boundary forces to the blocks, (and-finite differ-
ence zones in the case of fully-deformable blocks), which, in
turn, used through the equations of motion to determine block re-
lations and translations. The time stepping algorithm was de-
scribed previously.

1.4.7.8 Location

The joint models are called from subroutine FORD. Constitutive
model #1 is found in FORD, #2 in CLJ2, #5 in CLJ5 and the contin-
uously yielding model in CLJ3.

1.4.7.9 Numerical Stability and Accuracy

The maximum joint stiffness (initial stiffness in the case of the
standard Mohr-Coulomb model) is used to calculate the time step.
The time step is determined from:

At = FRAC*2(mmin/kmax)l/2

where FRAC = user definable constant < 1,

%min = minimum block or zone mass,

kmax = maximum stiffness

= max(kns*l)

where knos = normal or shear stiffness of joints,
and

1 = contact length.

For the continuously-yielding joint model, the code uses the ini-
tial joint stiffness value, JKN or JKS to determine the timestep.
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The normal stiffness value may change dramatically as a function
of normal stress. Therefore, numerical stability problems could
occur at higher normal stresses, depending on the exponents en
and es. Since UDEC does not dynamically recalculate the time-
step, the user must manually-adj-ust--the-FRAC parameter-if numeri-
cal instability is encountered.

The present continuously-yielding formulation may produce unac-
ceptable results when large variations of normal stress accompany
reversals in the direction of shearing. For example, consider'
the case of shearing at a given one followed by a substantial re-
duction in normal stress without shear motion,, and then by shear-
ing in the opposite direction. If the change in on causes a
large drop in the bounding strength, or a stress-dependent shear
stiffness is used, in principle it is possible for the unloading
curve to be above the loading curve, leading to energy produc-
tion. Applications to date have not involved load paths capable
of producing such behavior. However, further research and modi-
fications of the model are required to avoid this problem.

1.4.7.10 Alternatives

There are several suggested empirical (e.g., Barton-Bandis) and
constitutive (e.g., Cook, 1988) laws for joint mechanical re-
sponse. Models such as these can be added to UDEC without great
difficulty, provided the law is mechanically sensible.
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1.5 EXPERIENCE

The overall performance of UDEC is generally good. However, the
following conditions have been identified under which the code is
inefficient or may give poor results.

1.5.1 Disconnected Blocks

The data structure of UDEC was designed specifically to model
compact rock masses (i.e., blocks tightly packed). The code can
handle isolated cases where blocks lose contact with their neigh-
bors by using "virtual contacts", which are fictitious links be-
tween particles. However, the code is not designed for multiple
virtual contacts and, in this case, it becomes inefficient. It
is suggested that these disconnected blocks be deleted if they
are of no further interest.

1.5.2 Mixed Discretization

Constant-strain triangular zones such as those used in UDEC tend
to inhibit incompressible plastic flow and may produce an exces-
sively stiff and incorrect calculation for plastic flow.
Nagtegaal et al. (1974) discuss procedures to improve the repre-
sentation of plastic-flow for triangular zones. One technique is
the mixed-discretization procedure (Marti and Cundall, 1982),
which reduces the constraints on plastic flow by using different
numerical discretization for the isotropic and deviatoric parts
of the strain tensor. This scheme works well for uniform grids
composed of equal pairs of triangular zones.

Mixed-discretization is not used in UDEC because the creation of
arbitrarily-shaped blocks makes the discretization of uniform
grids of paired triangular elements difficult. However, quadri-
lateral blocks can always be discretized into uniform grids of
diagonally exposed equal triangular zones using the GEN QUAD com-
mand. When such a grid is used for fully deformable blocks, UDEC
results are generally good. Nagtegaal et al. (1974) showed that
meshes composed of diagonally-opposed triangles produce a good
representation for plastic flow.
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1.5.3 Transient Fluid Flow

When modelling fluid flow with UDEC, there are a number of things
to keep in mind.

1. The internal stresses should be generated physically, by al-
lowing the system to come to equilibrium under the action of
boundary stresses. Any in-situ pore pressure distribution
can then be applied. For both these stages, some cycling is
required in order to reach equilibrium. If the stresses are
applied by the use of the INSITU command (without the op-
tional keyword "NODIS"), joint displacements will be con-
sistent with joint stresses, if joint numbers and material
properties are previously assigned. If joint numbers and
properties are not previously assigned, the hydraulic aper-
ture will be incorrect for the intended stress level, since
the joint aperture is derived from joint displacements. The
optional INSITU keyword "NODIS" inhibits the calculation dis-
placements for in-situ stresses. This keyword is useful, for
example, if a non-linear joint stiffness is used in which
case, the displacements are not correct. Note that the "fast
flow" mode can be used for the equilibrium stage of the cal-
culation.

2. There is a default limit on hydraulic aperture of five times
the residual aperture. If a larger aperture is implied by
the given effective stress level, then the SET CAPRAT command
should be used to increase the limit.

3. The fluid continuity equation is satisfied at all domains,
which represent lumped volumes. However, the volume of a do-
main at the intersection of two continuous joints can be very
small, which would give rise to a tiny time step. Hence,
there is a limit to the minimum domain volume, which is equal
to A/2500, where A is the average block area. This limit ap-
pears to be undocumented and unchangeable, but it affects the
transient response. If the actual joint volumes are less
than the domain limit, then the response will be retarded.
If in doubt, the domain volumes may be examined with the
PRINT DOM command.
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4. Joint displacements are computed in single precision. Since
the permeability of a joint is highly sensitive to aperture
(owing to the cubic law), a small error in displacement may
give rise to a large flow error. Such a displacement error
may be negligible for the mechanical response. If such an
error is suspected, apertures may be checked directly with
the PRINT FLOW command.

Items 3 and 4, together with the necessity for small timesteps
when solving the flow equations explicitly, severely limit the
usefulness of the current version of UDEC for modelling transient
flow problems.-

1.5.4 Contact Overlap

The most common execution error message is "Contact Overlap Too
Great". It can occur during cycling if one block penetrates too
far into another. The maximum amount of overlap allowed by the
code is one-half the rounding length. If such an error occurs,
it is usually necessary to restart the problem from an earlier
state. However, before restarting, it is important to identify
the cause of the error-and correct it. Useful information con-
cerning the contact location~s) where overlap occurred is given
preceding the contact overlap message. The following possible
causes for contact overlap-can be identified.

Joint Normal Stiffness-Too Low

If the joint normal stiffness is unrealistically low for the
loads applied, the blocks will penetrate to far into each
other. This cause can often be identified by (a) plotting a
close-up of the affected area, or (b) printing contacts in
the same. area. The remedy for this cause is simply to in-
crease the normal stiffness. The currently specified prob-
lem properties can be seen by typing PRINT PROPERTIES.

Numerical Instability

Numerical instabilities, characterized by increasing ampli-
tude of oscillations, result from timesteps which are too
large. History plots which show wild fluctuations are indi-
cative of a numerical instability. The only way to correct
a numerical instability without changing other problem para-
meters is to reduce the timestep by using the FRAC command.
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Increasing mass damping parameters can often hide instabil-
ity but will not likely eliminate it. UDEC automatically
determines a timestep which is stable for most cases; how-
ever, situations may arise when this timestep is too large.
Situations which have been identified as causing numerical
instability are:

(1) use of stiffness proportional damping which is too
great at high frequencies;

(2) use of high values of joint dilation;

(3) use of problem geometries in which one block con-
tacts many (more than 3) other blocks on one side;
and

(4) use of non-reflecting (i.e., viscous) boundaries
in which the bounding material is significantly
stiffer than the material in the problem domain.

If the cause of the contact overlap cannot be identified, it may
be necessary to use the SET CSCAN command. This command causes
the location of the center of rounded corners to be updated more
frequently, resulting in more accurate calculation of contact and
overlap.

Another procedure for eliminating this error is to increase the
rounding length at the start of the problem. This procedure is
useful if the original rounding length was very small and/or the
problem geometry involved blocks with very acute angles.
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